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Abstract

This thesis examines the connection between Jack Chambers (1931-1978) and
contemporary Spanish Realism. Typically, Chambers’ time in Spain has been reduced to
the bare fact that he trained and painted there for 9 years. His return to London, Ontario
in 1961, where he would become a key part of London Regionalism, has been
represented as a rupture, a point at which Chambers immerses himself in the Canadian
landscape, using the techniques of his academic training in ways that were wholly
inspired his local engagement. It is my contention that Chambers was far more in tune
with artistic developments in Spain after 1961 than has previously been recognized.
Through interviews and archival research, this thesis attempts to establish to what extent
Chambers continued to be in contact with his artist friends in Spain after 1961, and, if
that was the case, to illustrate the possible impact of this relationship on Chambers’ art.
This thesis will first examine the representation of Spain in the literature surrounding
Chambers, analyzing the way Chambers himself managed his relationship to
contemporary Spanish Realists. Building on primary research done in Spain, this paper
will then examine Chambers relationship with the Spanish Realist Antonio López García,
and more generally the so-called New Spanish Realists.
Keywords: Jack Chambers, Antonio López García, London Regionalism, New Spanish
Realism, Madrid Realists, Isabel Quintanilla, Realism, Photorealism, Perceptual Realism,
London, Ontario, art, painting
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1
Introduction

Jack Chambers was a prominent artist in the London, Ontario Regionalist
movement during the 1960s and 1970s. Bom in London in 1931, he graduated from H.B.
Beal Technical School in 1949, and after a series of failed attempts in pursuit of artistic
training in Quebec and Mexico, he made his way to Europe in 1952 and eventually to
Spain. In Spain, he studied fine art at the Escuela Central de Bellas Artes de San
Femando in Madrid from 1954 to 1959, returning to London in 1961. Chambers’ work is
in the collection of the Art Gallery of Ontario (AGO), the National Gallery of Canada
(NGC), the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, and numerous other Canadian galleries. He is
recognized as one of the foremost representational painters of his generation. He died in
London, of acute myeloblastic leukemia in 1978.
To date, the majority of scholarly work on Chambers has focused on his pre
occupation with death, the influence of Surrealism on his work, and his Perceptual
Realist paintings. Perceptual Realism was Chambers’ personal aesthetic theory in which
he attempted to define his paintings as synthetic analyses of the process of experience.
For the most part, Chambers’ time in Spain has only been mentioned as the source of his
technical prowess, the tools of classical academic painting with which he was able to
produce such realistic work. This thesis will scrutinize the approach to Chambers’ time in
Spain as it has been represented in the scholarly literature surrounding his art, and will
reanalyze the role of Spain in the development of Chambers’ personal approach to
painting.
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As a way of introducing the somewhat inconsistent representation of Chambers’
relationship with Spain, his painting Lunch (1969-unfinished) is a fitting study [figure
0.1]. The popular discussion of this painting sees it as a continuation of Chambers’
“Sunday Morning” series, a spiritual painting centered on the Catholic sacrament of the
Eucharist and full of Christian allegory, such as death and resurrection. Indeed, when it
was exhibited at the AGO and the Vancouver Art Gallery during a 1970 retrospective, it
was titled Sunday Noon. Taken at face value, Lunch fits perfectly into the narrative of
Chambers as a local painter who developed the technique he had learned in Spain into
something far more personal, who through an engagement with the local landscape and
his immediate surroundings evolved his art to fit the requirements of Southwestern
Ontario. In this narrative, Spain is subjugated; it is a moment in the distant past, a set of
tools that, once in place, ceased to have an active influence on Chambers’ work. Spain is
seen as a starting point, and London, Ontario is seen as the catalyst and generator of
Chambers’ mature style. But to find the true role of Spain in Chambers’ life and work,
one has to dig deep, moving past second, and even first hand accounts of Chambers’
work. The Jack Chambers fonds in the Taylor archives at the AGO are the single largest
repository for documentary evidence on Chambers, containing the contents of his studio,
countless unpublished interviews, letters, and notes. Among these archival documents are
the source photographs for Lunch. There are more source photographs for Lunch than is
typical for a Chambers’ painting, due to the fact that Chambers himself was not the
photographer, and photographs were taken on a number of different occasions (with
different photographers for several of the shoots). In its present unfinished state, we can
see a large white rectangle on the wall at the right of the painting. When examining the
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source photos, it can be seen that this missing object is a Spanish travel poster, reading
“España: GOYA” [figures 0.2, 0.3]. The fact that this poster has been left out of the
painting, despite its unfinished state, points towards a hesitation on Chambers part to
include it at all. In other paintings of the interior of his house, such as Sunday Morning
No. 2 (1968-70) and Diego Sleeping No. 2 (1968), Chambers includes images of the work
of fellow London Regionalist Greg Cumoe; Hockey Stick Blades from West Lions Park,
London (1965) and Myself Walking North in A Tweed Coat (1963) respectively [figures
0.4 and 0.5]. Whether Chambers would have painted in the Spanish poster or not is not
the point. Rather, what is relevant is that Chambers lived with this poster it was ever
present, yet in the outward representation of his living space, in his paintings, it is never
seen. Because it is not seen, it cannot be accounted for in the literature, and Spain
remains absent from the interpretation and explanation of his painting. Just like the
representation of Chambers’ relationship to Spain in discussions of his work, it is not
present through a superficial analysis, but only upon a closer inspection of archival and
documentary evidence do the traces of a continued influence of Spain appear. I should
also state here that by no means am I denying an influence on Chambers by North
American sources, he is often mentioned along with Alex Colville and Christopher Pratt
as well as being included in broader North American movements such and hyper and
super realism. This study is merely aimed at elucidating Chambers’ connections with
Spain after his departure in 1961.
Chapter One will examine the portrayal of Spain in the literature to date,
illustrating the various biases that influenced that representation. Upon establishing the
treatment of Chambers’ relationship to Spain as discussed by critics, commentators, and
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biographers, Chambers’ own representation of his time in Spain and its impact on his
work will be viewed comparatively, to determine to what extent the general approach to
the representation of Spanish influence has been a product of Chambers’ self-fashioning
as an artist. Building from the deficits in scholarly discussions exposed by Chapter One,
Chapter Two will compare Chambers’ work to the work of Antonio Lopez García, a
Spanish contemporary of Chambers who, is the only classmate that Chambers’ ever
referenced by name, or who appears in any discussion of Chambers’ time in Spain.
Chapter Three will contextualize Chambers among the other Spanish Realists he would
have come into contact with in Spain, exploring the formal connections between his work
and theirs. Through this analysis, it is hoped that a new approach to Chambers’ art will
emerge, one which takes into account a continued interaction with Spain throughout his
career, and which positions him as a Spanish Realist working in London, Ontario, rather
than a London Regionalist who trained in Spain.
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Figure 0.1

Jack Chambers, Lunch, 1969-unfinished. 177.8 x 182.9 cm. Oil and
synthetic paint in a natural resin varnish on plywood. Art Gallery of
Ontario, Courtesy of the Estate of Jack Chambers, Photo © 2011 Art
Gallery of Ontario. [VISION Database, Richard & Beryl Ivey Visual
Resources Library, Visual Arts Department, The University of Western
Ontario, London, Ontario: AGO-103281.jpg]

Figure 0.2

Unidentified Photographer, Preparatory Negatives for Jack Chambers’
Lunch. Edward P. Taylor Research Library and Archives, Art Gallery of
Ontario, Jack Chambers Fonds, CA OTAG SC055, Box 32, File No. 2.
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Figure 0.3

Unidentified Artist, España: Goya (Spanish Travel Poster), Unknown
Date. Unknown Medium, No Dimensions.
[http://www.travelartifacts.com/images7/CRW_0688.jpg]

Figure 0.4

Jack Chambers, Sunday Morning No. 2, 1969-1970, oil on wood, 121.9 x
121.9 cm. Private Collection, Toronto Courtesy of the Estate of Jack
Chambers [VISION Database, Richard & Beryl Ivey Visual Resources
Library, Visual Arts Department, The University of Western Ontario,
London, Ontario: VA2009-252-134.jpg]
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Figure 0.5

Jack Chambers, Diego Sleeping No. 2, 1971, oil on wood, 121.9 x 121.9
cm. Private Collection, London ON, Courtesy of the Estate of Jack
Chambers [VISION Database, Richard & Beryl Ivey Visual Resources
Library, Visual Arts Department, The University of Western Ontario,
London, Ontario: LRAG-CLD46.jpg]
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Jack Chambers Returns: The Representation of Spain in Chambers Scholarship

This chapter outlines the existing scholarship on Jack Chambers and his art, with
a particular focus on how Chambers’ time in Spain and his Spanish connections are
generally treated in the literature. By establishing the way in which “Spain” has
historically been understood as a part of Chambers’ artistic background, we can begin to
understand Chambers as an artist. Only after careful consideration and analysis of the
existing literature, can we then begin to unearth the way in which the existing
Chambers’ scholarship and the representation of his time in and ties to Spain is a
product of Chambers’ self-representation in his art and in his writings. After
establishing the present understanding of the relationship between Chambers and Spain,
it will be possible, and maybe necessary, to rewrite Spain into the scholarship in a way
that hasn’t been covered thus far.
Jack Chambers has long been seen as a London Regionalist. As a classically
trained painter, Chambers stood out in the art boom in the 1960s and 1970s in London,
Ontario. London Regionalism is by now a well-known chapter in Canadian art history;
some critics have suggested that the flourishing of an arts community in London rivaled
many of the large cities in Canada (and some would argue North America) because of
the artistic output produced. London Regionalism was propagated by newspaper
articles and magazine essays, which strove to explain the peculiar phenomenon of
London’s artistic explosion.1Perhaps the best example of a regionalist approach to the
representation of Chambers (and Cumoe) is in Nancy Poole’s The Art o f London:1

1 Perhaps most notably in Barry Lord’s article “What London, Ontario Has that
Everywhere Else Needs,” Barry Lord, Art in America 57, no.5 (Sept.-Oct. 1969): 103105.
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After graduating from Beal [H.S Beal High School in London, Ontario] both
men [Cumoe and Chambers] left London to seek further training; both
returned to the city to establish their own studies; and both succeeded as
professional artists in London, to say nothing of the fame they earned
nationally. As art critic Barry Lord observed, “the London scene was made
up by artists who decided to.. .reject the blandishments of Europe
and.. .Toronto, and came back home to work.2

More recently, the idea of an artistic movement London Regionalism has been drawn
into question and discarded as a movement per se, and is seen now as simply a useful
name for referring to this period, rather than a definitive or descriptive term of the
movement’s goals or philosophy. Recently, in the introduction to The Films o f Jack
Chambers, presented by the Winnipeg Film Group, curator Irene Bindi aptly sums up
the present understanding of Regionalism thus:
In the late 50s and into the 60s an art community evolved out of London
Ontario that was deemed “London Regionalism.” It was composed of a
group of artists who acknowledged their home as the centre and subject of
creative activity; who acknowledged yet refused to situate themselves in the
art world of the metropolitan centre; who refused to participate in
‘movements.’ In fact, the term “regionalism” was jokingly adopted by the
community in a spirit of defiance after a Toronto critic used it in a derisive
way to describe the scene. In reality it was not an “ism” at all but a group of
artists who had decided to stay home.3

What is evident in Bindi’s statement is not only the parodic nature of the genesis
of the term “London Regionalism,” but also the term’s paradox; it describes an affinity
for the local and an eschewing of internationalism, while maintaining a refusal of a joint
artistic direction or set of guidelines. In other words, “London Regionalism” creates a
suggests a specific mode of working, namely anti-metropolitanism and anti

2 Nancy G. Poole, The Art o f London 1830-1980 (London, Canada: Blackpool Press,
1984), 129.
3 Irene Bindi, The Films o f Jack Chambers (Winnipeg, MB: Winnipeg Film Group,
2008), 1.
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internationalism while at the same time denying any framework and promoting an
‘anything goes’ approach to art making. London Regionalists did not isolate themselves
to develop an art based on local customs and traditions, but rather, they simply followed
international trends while remaining in London. Any attempt at defining a collective
attitude or spirit for London Regionalism fails because its artists sought a varied range
of international sources, and the connecting thread in London Regionalism, becomes,
quite simply, the area itself, the landscapes, the faces, and the places as recorded by
these local artists.
In regard to Chambers, much of the Regionalist literature re-enforces his
geographical association as means to indicate his uniqueness as an artist. Dennis Reid in
his book, A Concise History o f Canadian Painting, highlights Chambers as the oldest of
the three main members of the London movement, who focuses his attention on his
“familiar environment.”4 Reid goes on to note that Chambers’ early work in Spain, for
example Man and Landscape (1960), was “not unlike American regionalist art of the
thirties,” an incongruous fact that seems to try make a connection between London
Regionalism and American Regionalism [figure 1.1].5 Nancy Poole, in The Art of
London 1830-1980, not surprisingly focuses on Chambers’ dedication to the depiction
of his close surroundings, while oversimplifying his time in Spain as most regionalist
scholarship does. Poole writes:
Chambers began to paint these Southwestern Ontario images using the
classical techniques he had learned at the Real Academia de Bellas Artes
in Madrid.. .Chambers was emerging from the controls of his academic
background and synthesizing what he had learned in Madrid with new
4 Dennis Reid, A Concise History o f Canadian Painting, 2nd Ed. (Toronto and New
York: Oxford University Press, 1988), 310.
5 Reid, Canadian Painting, 310.
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techniques and colours required to portray the lush Southwestern Ontario
landscape.6
For Poole, the longer Chambers stays in London, the more separated from his Spanish
training he becomes, and the more influence the Ontario landscape has upon his art. A
new wave of scholarship sought out the original influences, found in Chambers’
Spanish training, as the starting point for his development as an artist and the building
block upon which his paintings of Southwestern Ontario were built.
A few years after Poole’s statements, in 1986, Tom Smart outlined the state of the
literature on Chambers as beginning in the 1960s with a preoccupation with the subject
of death and a close connection to Surrealism.7 Surrealism has been a persistent theme,
from Paddy O’Brien’s 1963 article in Canadian Art titled simply enough, “Surrealism”
through Tom Smart’s Master’s dissertation, “The Landscapes of Jack Chambers” to
“Jack Chambers’ Surrealism” by R. Bruce Elder. These essays all make connections
back to Spain through the likes of Salvador Dali and Joan Miro. Elder, in his essay,
sums up the common understanding of Spain’s effect on Chambers:
Yet, Canadian as his works are, Chambers’ experiences in Spain had a
profound and lasting effect on his art. He learned enough Spanish to read
the writings of the extraordinary mystic St. Teresa of Avila; this was his
introduction to the serious study of faith, and it led him to be baptized as
a Roman Catholic in 1957. The influence of his conversion to
Catholicism and his training in life drawing are matters that many
commentators have noticed.8

6 Poole, Art o f London, 132.
7 Tom James Smart, “The Landscapes of Jack Chambers, 1957-1978” (master’s thesis,
University of Toronto, 1986), 2.
Kathryn Elder, “Introduction,” in The Films o f Jack Chambers, ed Kathryn Elder
(Waterloo: Wilfred Laurier University Press, 2002), 93.
a
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In other words, Chambers’ time in Spain, while having a lasting effect on him, was a
thing of the past, a basic framework to which he added North American experiences.
The discussion of Surrealism is likewise historical, based on Chambers having seen
Surrealist works while he was in Spain, and developing his own theories based on what
he had seen.
The preoccupation with death, mentioned by Tom Smart as a key characteristic
of the literature on Chambers, persisted throughout Chambers career, beginning with his
first solo exhibition at Lorca Gallery in Madrid in 1961. In the catalogue essay for that
exhibition, Luis Trabazo outlined what would continue to be the dominating factors in
the discussion of Chambers, describing the particular quality of Chambers’ spirituality
and comparing his work with European artists such as Max Ernst, Pieter Breugel, and
Francisco Goya.9 This connection to European masters is a trend that reappears in the
majority of discussions of Chambers’ art, including his own writings. In the narrative of
Chambers’ oeuvre, the works he completed in Spain, such as Man and Dog (1959), are
described as being overly preoccupied with death, and earned him his reputation as an
artist focused on mortality [figure 1.2].101In one passage of note, Trabazo points to the
religiosity that would become the hallmark of Chambers’ painting:
I thought there is also a « d a rk night of the s o u l» for the painter, and it is
just this « d a rk n ig h t» which constitutes the promise of light and liberty.
Chambers is still within this painful, fertile night; that night which I—being
myself more painter than critic—know so well from my own experience.
Any artist who has not passed through it will never reach the heights of any
Carmelite. For one must suffer this difficult ascent.11

9 Luis Trabazo, Jack Chambers (Madrid: Lorca Gallery de Arte, 1961), 8.
10 Smart, The Landscapes o f Jack Chambers, 2.
11 Trabazo, Jack Chambers, 6-7.
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This catalogue is intriguing in that it reveals Chambers an artist who was accepted into
the Spanish art scene, who was not seen as an outsider, but rather as a kindred spirit.
Trabazo goes on to express, not, as one would expect, the differences between a North
American and Spanish sensibility, but instead denotes their similarities:
Chambers puts his soul into his work. Puts all his imagination. Puts all
the uneasiness of the son of a race which by natural inclination is
imaginative and pantheist, as in my own race. Because he is a Canadian
who has in his veins English and Scotch blood, blood which can be
rebellious and dreamy, ingenious and brave, which sees the world as it is;
that is to say, full of mysteries, strange monsters and mists, although an
eternal, generous smile plays on his lips, the smile of a young man who
has just entered the spring of life.1213
The tenuous link between life and death can be seen as the hallmark of Chambers’ early
work, and as a pillar of his professional identity. This essay seems to set the tone for the
future of the Chambers’ narrative, which has tended to make Chambers into a mystic,
an artist turn priest, whose art proselytizes his spiritual message. Michael Greenwood,
for example, refers to Chambers as “the most articulate of visionaries” and suggests that
“In this [Chambers’] enlarged conception of religion the artist’s vocation is accorded a
place not unlike that of a priest’s in serving as an intermediary between the divine order
immanent in nature and the consciousness of mankind.”

This reading of Chambers

sees his journey to Spain as a pilgrimage, where his spiritual vision was clarified,
through his conversion to Roman Catholicism, and given articulation, through his
training at the Escuela. On his return to Canada, Chambers is “reborn” and his spiritual
journey, a communion with London, Ontario, begins.

12 Trabazo, Jack Chambers, 7.
13 Michael Greenwood, “Jack Chambers,” artscanada 33, no. 4 (1976): 38.
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One of the first works Chambers completed in London upon his return was the
illustration for James Reaney’s poem “The Dance of Death in London, Ontario.”
Shortly after, in a CBC group interview featuring Cumoe and Reaney, Chambers
ruminated on the possibility of people being allowed to die on television.14 This
interview, part of the growing national interest in the London art scene, is featured in
Tracks and Gestures as evidence of Chambers’ morbid overtones. In tandem with
Trabizo’s analysis, Chambers’ early work and interviews in London highlight the
artist’s preoccupation with death. In an unfortunate moment of life imitating art, when
Chambers received the fatal diagnosis of leukemia in 1969 and given six weeks to live,
the preoccupation with death in Chambers’ life and art took on a far more literal tone
and further entrenched death as one of the primary lenses through which critics and
scholars considered his work. In his 1970 article, “A life-death vision” critic Richard
Simmins notes that the mood surrounding Chambers (regarding an attitude that his
increase in prices is a direct result of his illness) was “just a bit sick.”15 He goes on to
summarize the pre-occupation of commentators on Chambers with death:
In the numerous one-man group shows Chambers has had, every critic
mentioned the haunting death themes in his work. While Chambers has to
discount this for personal, not artistic reasons, the same feelings are noted
down through the years:
“.. .dream-like quality.. .his subject matter esoteric.. .obsessed with a vision of
death.. .the figures seems[sic] isolated and lonely.. .immense space.. .frozen
eternity.. .the world beyond the grave.. .his world is of the past, of death, of
dreams...”16

14 Jack Chambers, Greg Cumoe and James Reaney. interview by William Ronalds,
Umbrella Show, CBC, video, October 9 ,1966.
http://www.ccca.ca/videoportrait/english/c/chambers/cha016v.html
15 Richard Simmins, “A life-death vision” Vancouver Province, July 31, 1970.
16 Simmins, “A life-death vision.”
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As this article points out, there was already tendency for viewing Chambers’ artwork as
spiritual and focused on mortality, a tendency that was seemingly validated and
exaggerated by his diagnosis.
The Regionalist approach to Chambers’ art, along with that of the preoccupation
with death has dominated the mainstream understanding of Chambers, including
newspaper articles and reviews, while the focus of the majority of academic work on
Chambers is on his Perceptual Realist paintings, and the stylistic progressions that led to
this as his mature style.
“Perceptual Realism” is the title of a 1968 essay published in artscanada that
Chambers famously completed while in hospital, having been recently diagnosed with
leukemia. The essay outlines Chambers’ philosophy of vision as it relates to painting,
explaining, among other things, the role of photography in his paintings, the mechanics
of perception, and the methods through which he strove to approximate experience
through his art. The “Perceptual Realism” essay, along with his artworks 401 Towards
London No. 1 (1968-1969) and Victoria Hospital (1970), signaled Chambers’ transition
into his mature style, which remained his way of working until his death in 1978
[figures 1.3, 1.4].
Since its publication in 1969 to the present day, the scholarly work on Chambers
has been dominated by the interpretation and discussion of “Perceptual Realism.”
Perhaps because “Perceptual Realism” encompasses film, photography, and painting, it
is seen as an overarching theory linking these three aspects of Chambers’ work neatly
together. The first major monograph on Chambers is his autobiography, Jack
Chambers, published by Nancy Poole shortly after his death in 1978. Although this
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work contains a great deal of chronological information, it offers very little in the way
of analysis. It does however, contain excerpts from Chambers’ “Red and Green”
notebooks, which were the raw material for his “Perceptual Realism” essay. The Films
o f Jack Chambers, published in 2002, is a collection of essays, including a reprint of
“Perceptual Realism,” primarily focused on Chambers’ work with the moving image.
There are four major exhibition catalogues on Chambers which represent the
bulk of critical scholarship on his paintings; Jack Chambers: A Retrospective (AGO
1970), Jack Chambers: The Last Decade (LRAD 1980-81), Jack Chambers
Retrospective (LRAG 1988) and Jack Chambers: The Light from the Darkness, Silver
Paintings and Film Work (ML 2011). The first catalogue contains no critical essays,
and The Last Decade and the more recent retrospective have essays by the late José
Barrio-Garay and David Burnett, respectively. Barrio-Garay offers an in-depth
comparison of Chambers’ philosophies of perception with those of the philosopher
Maurice Merleau-Ponty, and also incorporates factual information about Chambers’
time in Spain, such as the correct name of the school and that he took a four-hour
drawing class from live models. Barrio-Garay was at the Academia a grade behind
Chambers, and as such has been seen as an authority on facts surrounding Chambers’
time there. Burnett seems to build on the work done by Tom Smart, who had based his
thesis on an earlier suggestion by Burnett in a review, in exploring Chambers’
landscapes, elaborating on Surrealist influences such as Joan Miró and charting a
transition from Chambers’ painting in Spain to his work in London, Ontario. Both of
these exhibition catalogues have, as their aim, the goal of internationalizing or at least
complicating Chambers’ work, removing him from the Regionalist context with which
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he was most often associated. Barrio-Garay does this through an analysis of Chambers’
advanced theories of perception and their relative uniqueness among international
realism. Barnett combines a chronological approach with a theoretical one, outlining the
‘rebirths’ of Chambers’ style over time, removing the primacy of the local and replacing
it with a combination of Spanish Surrealism and Chambers’ personal interpretation of
phenomenology. The most recent catalogue from Museum London’s 2011 exhibition
Jack Chambers: The Light from the Darkness, Silver Paintings and Film Works,
furthers the example established by the earlier essays in the 1980s, towards viewing
Chambers as an international artist. Through a heavy focus on Chambers’ films and
silver paintings, Mark Cheetham and Ihor Holubizky trace Chambers’ links to North
American Pop Art and avant-garde film, while at the same time providing an
opportunity to see the development of Perceptual Realism throughout Chambers’
artistic practice.17 A forthcoming monograph, Jack Chambers: Light, Spirit, Time,
Place and Life, edited by Dennis Reid, will presumably build on and add to these
previous re-examinations and contextualizations of Chambers’ art. Despite the
continuing efforts towards an understanding of Chambers and his relationship to
international artists, there remains a need for a comparison of Chambers and his
contemporaries in Spain.
There are a number of graduate studies on Jack Chambers: Tom Smart’s thesis,
The Landscapes o f Jack Chambers, 1956-1978 (1986); Katie Cholette’s dissertation,
Memory and Mythmaking: The Role ofAutobiography in the Work o f Jack Chambers
and Greg Curnoe (2007); Heather Kaplan’s Master’s thesis, Jack Chambers' Family
17 Paddy O’Brien, Melanie Townsend, Jack Chambers: the light from the darkness:
silver paintings andfilm work (London, Canada: Museum London, 2011)
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Portraits and the Allegorical Infusion (2002); and most recently, the publication
Chambers Considered (2010)* a collection of essays that were the result of a University
of Toronto graduate seminar on Chambers led by Mark Cheetham.
In sum, Chambers’ time in Spain, through the central themes of Surrealism,
spirituality/death, Regionalism, and Perceptual Realism has been treated as an
encapsulated moment in Chambers’ life, cut off from his artistic progression in London.
While commentators appreciate the impact that the Spanish experience had, they do so
in a way that not only severs Chambers ties with Spain after 1961, but also completely
overlooks the work of his Spanish contemporaries. Further to this, three trends have
emerged that are relevant to this study. Firstly, the notion of Jack Chambers as a
Regionalist is scrutinized and his international context is beginning to be questioned.
Secondly, it is argued that Chambers carefully constructed his identity as an artist,
meticulously crafting his image. Lastly, these works all continue to view Chambers’
relationship with Spain as only existing prior to 1961 ending with his departure from
there.
The common narrative repeated in all Chambers’ scholarship to date is that
Chambers was taught classical techniques and was exposed to a rich Spanish cultural
heritage, but that upon his return to London, his artistic growth occurred independently
of the Spanish ‘scene’ building on his training through his own explorations. Chambers’
time at school and painting in Spain is regarded as a minor factor in his artistic
progression, as the place where he learned how to paint in the classical mode, but
having no further artistic or cultural bearing on his work. For the most part, Chambers’
time in Spain has only been mentioned as the source of his technical prowess, the tools
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of classical academic painting with which he was able to produce such realistic work.
The misconception of Spain’s relationship to Chambers is a temporal one; it is seen as a
starting point rather than a part of his continued development. Greg Cumoe, in
conversation with Dennis Reid, discusses an aspect of originality and authenticity that is
key to Regionalist works, and in doing so emphasizes that the personal styles he and
Chambers developed were honed and produced after their formal training. “We’ll say
that. In my own case, and in Jack Chambers’ case, we’re talking about after exposure to
[art from other places]. In other words, it was a rather more mature development. Jack
Chambers had graduated from the academy in Madrid.. .”18 This distinction between
Chambers’ time in Spain and his time in London as being wholly separate artistic
moments is a key element not only of the Regionalist perspective, but also discussions
of Perceptual Realism, which firmly detach Spain from the narrative of Chambers
career after 1961.
If the literature is misguided about Chambers’ associations with Spain, it is due
primarily to the fact that Chambers himself promoted a detachment from Spain, both in
his writings, and perhaps more indirectly, through his art. Beginning with his first
published interview, and continuing through “Perceptual Realism,” and his
autobiography, Chambers disassociates himself from contemporaneous Spanish artists
in favour of a more generalized ‘European’ influence. In his artwork as well, overt
references are made to European masters such as Francisco de Zurbaran, through direct
quotation and copying of their work. Chambers’ painting Madrid Window No. 2 (1968),

18 Greg Cumoe and Dennis Reid, “A Conversation Following the Reading of
Christopher Dewdney’s ‘Oregionalism: Geocentrism & the Notion of Originality’”
Provincial Essays 1, no. 1 (1984): 26.
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typifies this direct appropriation of European still lifes, as it contains, as its central
image Zurbaran’s Still-Life with Lemons, Oranges, and Rose (1633) [figures 1.5, 1.6].
There are two passages from Chambers’ 1967 interview with Ross G. Woodman
for Coach House Press that are routinely quoted by scholars wishing to refer to his time
in Spain. This is not due to scholars’ lack of resourcefulness, but to the lack of material
on Chambers that has been published in archives, the lack of interviews given by him,
and the early nature of this interview given before his diagnosis with leukemia. This
first passage presents an incredibly brief account of how and why Chambers made his
way to Spain and, typical of Chambers’ self-portrayal, the passage leaves out many key
factors and individuals who are an important part of this story.
The part of Canada I knew was utilitarian, puritanical, indifferent to
anything that was not a ‘safe job’ and a ‘proper living’. It was a question of
survival. I worked, saved money and left. I docked in Naples October, ’53,
and after a couple of months in Italy, mostly Rome, went up to Austria to
see the winter. That was December, ’53. Where I stayed, the family was
poor, and it was always cold, so in January, 1954,1 went south to Mallorca
and then to Madrid in February. A Royal Academy of Fine Arts brochure
brought me to Madrid with hopes of enrolling in the school as a student. I
left Canada with no very clear idea of what I was after or where I was going,
but with a determination not to have forced on me what I didn’t want.19
Nowhere in this passage does Chambers mention his training at H.S Beal, or his trips to
Quebec and Mexico in search of education. He prefers to mention the Royal Academy
of Fine Arts brochure as the impetus for his arrival in Madrid, neglecting to mention the
name of the “painter of local scenes” in Mallorca, who had given it to him along with
advice to enroll.20 The emphasis on the stifling atmosphere of London before his

19 Ross G. Woodman, Chambers: John Chambers interviewed by Ross G. Woodman
(Toronto: Coach House Press, 1967), 3.
20 Jack Chambers, Jack Chambers, ed. Nancy Poole (London, ON: Nancy Poole, 1978),
56.
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departure is in keeping with the Regionalist attitude of revolution and antagonism
towards the local art establishment.
In the interview with Dr. Woodman, Chambers’ sums up his voyage to Spain
incredibly simply: London could not provide him adequate training so he left for
Europe where he wandered until ending up at the Royal Academy. This passage is a
perfect example of Chambers’ control over information, especially about Spain; what he
wanted you to know, he told you. Clare Bice, in a recommendation letter for one of
Chambers’ Canada Council Grant applications, warned the selection committee that
Chambers was “rather unstable and sometimes, I feel, rather designing.”21 This idea of
self-fashioning is discussed at length in various essays in Chambers Considered, from
the setting of prices for his work, in Elena Soboleva’s “Jack Chambers, Businessmen
and Supplier” to his writings and the meticulousness of his art, in Alexandra Gregg’s
“The Deliberate Artist.” Chambers was quite conscious of his self-imaging and it is
sometimes difficult to separate fact from fiction. Chambers’ return to Canada, for
example, is a topic that Chambers dealt with quite carefully. In the Woodman interview
he states:
The Castillian landscape was always impenetrable for me. It was
something I desired to become by entering it but never could or never did.
The landscape was always a beautiful mystery: human odour seemed to
reside in it so that a vista of several miles in that clear and machineless
7 1

Clare Bice, Letter to the Canada Council regarding Chambers’ scholarship
application, 14 November, 1957. Jack Chambers fonds. E.P. Taylor Research Library
and Archives, AGO. Box 21-8, Grant Applications.
Soboleva, “Jack Chambers, Businessman and Supplier,” in Chambers Considered,
eds. Sara Angel and Rachel Pulfer (Toronto: Angel Editions, 2010), 167-177; Gregg,
“The Deliberate Artist” in Chambers Considered, eds. Sara Angel and Rachel Pulfer
(Toronto: Angel Editions, 2010), 25-36.
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light seemed a particle of torso under a microscope. The hills were rubbed
bare by wool and hands had touched every inch of them. There was an
organism within an organism that appeared as landscape. But I knew I was
not inside. Returning to Canada over a couple of years the seasons
uncovered images of myself still gesturing in the invisible. A few visible
appearances possessed a fundamental legibility. There appeared memories
of some boyhood incidents that had a dimension beyond the incidents
themselves. Such incidents (diving from a train-bridge into the Thames)
divided into a vortex and periphery, the periphery or accompanying
memories being absorbed into the centre of the essential gesture. This
synthesis, invisible in time, was an experience of reality, a revelation, an
experience of an organism within an organism that had accepted me as its
centre. This was the basis of my decision to stay in Canada. 3
This passage is especially prescient to my investigation, as it seems to justify or defend
Chambers’ decision to leave Spain, as though his leaving Europe might be interpreted
as failure. By providing an explanation and a reason for returning, Chambers tacitly
suggests his original intention was not to return at all. This ‘lure of the local’ Chambers
invokes in the interview with Dr. Woodman is in keeping with the Regionalist attitude
that was being promoted in London at the time. It is interesting to consider whether
Chambers’ original goal was to become a professional artist in Spain, and whether the
fertile community he found in London convinced him he could do better here.
The above passages from the interview by Ross Woodman are often considered
to encapsulate Chambers’ attitude towards his time in Spain, while also representing the
critical approach to dealing with Chambers’ formative years. The traditional reading of
the story is thus: Chambers leaves London in search of high-academic instruction in
painting, finds this in Spain, discovers that he is an ‘outsider’ there, returns to London
to visit his dying mother, and re-discovers his ‘place in the land.’ As the Woodman
interview shows, Chambers himself actively promoted the popular myth around his
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Woodman, Chambers, 7.
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return to London, and, I argue, is an example of his careful control over the
representation of his Spanish influences. The attention to the ‘persona of the artist’ as a
construction in Canada during the 1960s, is perhaps best examined by Katie Cholette’s
dissertation in which she outlines the careful manipulation of both Chambers’ and
Cumoe’s public images. Cholette summarizes the situation in Canada thus:
In the mid twentieth century a number of strategies were employed in the creation
of a distinctive mythology around Canadian culture. Anxious to demonstrate the
country’s independence from colonial ties and its autonomy from the influence of
American culture, institutions and individuals attempted to assert Canada’s
cultural uniqueness. Building on the efforts and ideology of several generations of
dedicated arts advocates, young artists in the 1960s willingly assumed the role of
cultural spokespersons for the newly imagined nation. A vital element in this
arrangement was the development and promotion of the persona of the artist.2425
This state of affairs is in keeping with the argument made here that Chambers’
relationship to Spain is downplayed and the power of the London, Ontario landscape
replaces it as the driving influence in Chambers’ art.
In the introduction to “Perceptual Realism,” Chambers makes a point of
underlining his awareness of artistic practices both in Spain and in North America,
stating, “Having lived in Spain for almost nine years and having studied at the Royal
Academy in Madrid for the first six of those years and as a North American actively
attentive as an artist to both scenes these past nine years in Canada, I want to say
something about the influence these two very different cultures have on me.”
Appearing in the second paragraph of his essay, one would think that it would precede a
detailed explanation of the differences between Spanish artists and their North

24 Cholette lists a number of factual inaccuracies that were allowed to circulate,
including the idea that Chambers had received a doctorate while in Spain, Cholette 58
25 Jack Chambers, “Perceptual Realism” artscanada 26, no 136-137 (Oct. 1969) 7
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American counterparts. But, what follows does not mention a single living Spanish
artist, nor for that matter, a North American one, and Chambers’ expository discussion
of Spanish art falls flat. Whether this is the result of Chambers rushing his article upon
receiving news of his leukemia diagnosis, or simply his writing style, what we are left
with is an incomplete statement. Chambers could have gone on to discuss the various
techniques used by Spanish artists and their relative merits when weighed against those
of the North American schools; and he was indeed in a unique position to comment on
both approaches. The key sentiment here is his active attention to the Spanish scene,
for, as Mark Cheetham points out in a forthcoming article, Chambers and his
commentators “actively resisted” evaluations of international photorealism, and sought
to align themselves instead with the classical aspects of Realist painting.

In his

writing, Chambers discusses his awareness of Spanish contemporary art in the most
general terms and seems satisfied to reference historical figures in European art as
sources of influence, while completely ignoring the contemporary Spanish realists with
whom he was attuned.2
627 For example, the link between Chambers’ and Paul Cézanne is
stated in his own writings, but it is difficult to see Cézanne as a direct component or
catalyst in Chambers’ work. Rather, Cézanne is an historical figure whose importance
to modem Realism is felt by all artists. Cézanne is also an artist discussed at length by
Merleau-Ponty (not least of all in Merleau-Ponty’s essay “Cézanne’s Doubt”), a theorist
whose ideas of perception Chambers admired, which could also account for the

26 Mark Cheetham Forthcoming Catalogue Essay, Art Gallery of Ontario, 2011.
27 Chambers mentions Duchamp, Cezanne [sic], Velasquez [sic], Tintoretto, Titian,
Dada, Factory Art, and Greek and Egyptian Art.; Chambers, “Perceptual Realism,” 713.
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association. Arguably, Chambers mentions Cézanne in the same way that he
references Pablo Picasso: as a way to legitimize his own pursuits and place himself in
good company.

Likewise, to point to Miró and Dali as Surrealist influences on

Chambers’ work is to miss out on the filtration of surrealism throughout Spanish art,
neglecting its evolution and rise and fall from grace among Spanish artists. Chambers’
unwillingness to discuss his Spanish contemporaries is especially surprising when we
examine Chambers’ work alongside that of the Spanish Realists. There is a direct
correlation of approaches, attitudes, and subject matter between Chambers and
contemporary Spanish Realists, a connection that spans Chambers’ entire career. How
then, can Chambers’ active following of the Spanish scene be reconciled with his claims
of faithfulness to a realist doctrine of local influence?
One gets the sense that Chambers and Cumoe maintained an antagonism to local
artistic authority throughout their careers, as evidenced by Cumoe’s statements in
conversation with Dennis Reid:
“You can set yourself up as a bohemian, or as an outsider much more easily than
you can in a city where you have many sophisticated people, even sophisticated
people who are mediocre. But you’re unlikely to get that in London where there
are mediocre people who are not very sophisticated, and in many cases they run
institutions.”3“
This sense of local ignorance should not be left out of the discussion of Chambers’ self
representation, because it has implications for Chambers’ motives in simplifying his
style and artistic references to ‘textbook’ art historical sources, with images of 28930
28 Maurice Merleau-Ponty” Cezanne's doubt", in Sense and Non-sense trans. by H
Dreyfus, P. A Dreyfus (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 1964), 9-25.
29 Chambers claims to have met Picasso at his home near Barcelona; Jack Chambers,
Jack Chambers, ed. Nancy Poole (London, ON: Nancy Poole, 1978), 54.
30 Reid, A Conversation, 20-21.
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masterpieces standing as reference to his European training. If, as Cumoe suggests, he
and Chambers were laughing at the “terrific provincialism” of London, then this
derision was perhaps manifested in Chambers’ work through the simplification of his
source material.31 By using classical sources Chambers satisfied any desire to find
Spanish influences in his work, solidifying his status, in the most straightforward way
possible, as a traditional European painter.
Chambers’ use of classical sources has, perhaps intentionally, led critics to
overlook the influences of his contemporaries. Indeed, part of the ‘myth’ of Chambers
and his canonization in Canadian art history has been fostered through the articulation
of his connection with historical masters such as Zurbarán, Cézanne, Miré, and Dali.
These connections however, have very little to do with Chambers’ actual working
methods and style, and more to do with perpetuating a broad cultural association with
Europe and Spain, and stressing Chambers’ devotion to realism in the face of
abstraction: the two major factors that separated him from his Canadian artist
contemporaries.
José Barrio-Garry highlights Chambers’ connection to Zurbarán as being mostly
through his utilization of Zurbarân’s paintings in his own work than in any connection
to working methods or approach to realism. He writes:
In Zurbarân’s painting, power of ojectification [sic] and rigorous, austere
articulation of form transform a cup, plate and flower into a votive
offering, elements of the ordinary and the temporary becoming
metaphors for things spiritual. Music Box [1968] and Madrid Window

31

Reid,/! Conversation, 16.
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No. 2 [1968] show Chambers’ understanding of and empathy with his
sources.323
This kind of comparison adds little to our understanding of Chambers’ work; it merely
underlines the obvious; by placing a Zurbaran in his painting, Chambers’ painting is
like Zurbaran’s. Likewise, comparisons made by writers such as Burnett and Smart
between Chambers and Antonio Tapies are rather empty associations; the two are
connected by their experimentation with grounds (the surfaces on which a painting was
painted) and an association with Spain, but the impetus for suggesting such a
connection may have more to do with Tapies’ stature as a great Spanish artist rather
than any direct influence his work may have had on Chambers. While Tapies played a
small role influencing Chambers’ methods of preparing his canvas, the radical
abstraction of Tapies has very little to do with Chambers’ refined brand of Realism.
From the perspective of Canadian critics, Chambers’ art looked ‘Spanish,’ but
not because of a comparison with the contemporaneous state of Spanish Realism, but
because of Chambers’ carefully controlled references to Spanish masters. A key
question, not only in evaluating Chambers’ contribution to Realism, but in
understanding and interpreting his work properly, is how it compared to the work of
other students he had been at school with, and how he was interpreting their shared
lessons and developing independently from his classmates.

32 Jose Barrio-Garay, Ross G. Woodman, and Paddy O’Brien. Jack Chambers: The Last
Decade. (London: London Regional Art Gallery, 1980), 10.
33 David Burnett. Jack Chambers Retrospective (London: London Regional Art Gallery,
1988), 15; Tom Smart, The Landscapes of Jack Chambers, 1956-1978. Toronto: Thesis
(Master of Philosophy) University of Toronto. 1986. 18.
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Here we come to a paradox in Chambers’ artistic training. He was known,
among his peers, to have spent much of his time in the library, poring over books and
art history texts, yet his knowledge of art history prior to coming to Spain was little to
none. He had famously walked in and out of the Sistine Chapel in 1953 without looking
up, and his journey to the Academia was more by chance than a direct intention.34
Chambers littered his work with direct copies of images, such as the aforementioned
Zurbaran in Madrid Window No. 2, from Charles Sterling’s “Still Life Painting: From
Antiquity to the Twentieth Century,” which for scholars such as Avis Lang Rosenberg,
became the key reference point to Chambers’ European “rebirth” in Spain.35 The
classical influence on Chambers appears most of all in his direct copying of classical
paintings, not in an adaptation of poses and postures into his contemporary
compositions. But this source material, while blatant and legible, is far from Chambers’
only European influence.
In both style and subject matter Chambers drew a great deal from those he
associated with overseas. What has been overlooked in the study and scholarship on
Chambers is an investigation of his work’s direct association with contemporary
Spanish Realists. The work by Chambers’ Spanish contemporaries that Chambers
referenced was, for the most part, completely inaccessible to North Americans at the
time, and as such, was and remains obscured from the discussion of Chambers’
technique and subject matter, in favour of his more obvious source-materials and North
American realist counterparts (hyperrealism, photorealism etc). When compared to the

34 Chambers. Jack Chambers, 51.
35 Avis Lang Rosenberg, “A Correspondence with Jack Chambers.” Vanguard (May):
15-20.
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various North American realisms that were gamering critical attention, Chambers’
Perceptual Realism stands out as a more personal, spiritual approach to Realist painting.
However, when we compare Chambers’ work with the Spanish Realists with whom he
had direct contact and with whom he had shared so much, artistically and academically,
we can better assess his particular spirituality and approaches to realism, separating
importations from Chambers’ own personal development.
The reluctance or inability for Canadian art historians to compare Chambers to
his Spanish contemporaries can be explained by a number of factors. First, Chambers
was quite reluctant to talk about his Spanish connections, or present their work as a
comparison for what he was doing. The only references to his Spanish contemporaries
are to his friends in his autobiography Jack Chambers, a brief mention in an
unpublished interview, and the somewhat cryptic assertion at the beginning of his essay
Perceptual Realism. It would seem that to Chambers, these Spanish artists were a
professional secret, to be kept hidden from the ‘scene’ of artists in London, so as to
protect his source of influence. As Richard Simmins said of a 1970 interview with
Chambers: “There is a reluctance to talk about the past. Few personalities come through
except Graham, the uncle who used to dream poems. Family ties are loose and there is
not a single friend from the past.” Chambers thrived on being the lone classical realist
in London, Ontario, so perhaps to introduce Londoners to a host of other realists would
be detrimental to his status.367

36 The unpublished interview is: Avis Lang Interview, May 23, 1973: 22, 1, 2,
Chambers Fonds, AGO.
37 Simmins, “A Life death vision”
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As an example o f ‘forgotten influence,’ in the summer of 1957, Chambers went
to England, where he lived with a group of artists that included the sculptor Henry
Moore. There he had presumably been recommended or had seen the work of Stanley
Spencer, though Chambers omits this from his account of his trip to England in his
autobiography. Greg Cumoe mentioned this exposure to Stanley Spencer’s work,
however, in an interview with Dennis Reid in Provincial Essays, as an example of
•1 0

Chambers having experience art rather than seeing it only in books.

Cumoe explains,

“Jack Chambers had graduated from the academy in Madrid, he had been in England
and seen Stanley Spencer and all those things first-hand.” Chambers participated in a
group exhibition and sold a few paintings, making enough money to quit his part time
job teaching English during the school year.3
83940 When he returned to the Academia, he
executed a painting that stands out from all the work he did previously or later in Spain.
In Chambers own words, “I used photography for The Farewell (1958-59), which is the
first painting I did that departed from the style of the Academy (though I was still a
student there—in my last year)[figure 1.7].”41 In The Farewell, we can see the direct
influence of the work of Stanley Spencer. A comparison with Spencer’s The Lovers
(1934) shows the marked similarities in distorted figures, cramped composition, and
illogical perspectives [figure 1.8]. The Farewell was Chambers’ first work that used the
photograph as a reference, and it is this fact, more than any stylistic development, that

38 Cumoe and Reid. “A Conversation,” 27.
39 Cumoe and Reid, “A Conversation,” 26-27.
40 Chambers, Jack Chambers, 76.
41 Jack Chambers: A Retrospective (Vancouver: Vancouver Art Gallery; Toronto: The
Art Gallery of Ontario), 8.
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has most interested critics.42 This episode sheds light on the difficulties presented by
Chambers’ self-representation, a lack of information provided by the artist himself that
results in an obfuscation of the influences surrounding his paintings.
The Spanish tradition Chambers was exposed to is always referenced in terms of
its masters; Zurbarán, Velásquez, Goya, and even Tápies are seen as the influences on
Chambers’ approach to art.43 What is neglected in the analysis of Chambers’ work is a
consideration of the production of other students at the Academia, what was going on
artistically in Spain (specifically in Madrid, where Chambers went to school and
Chinchón, where he painted for a few years after he graduated) at that moment in time,
The reason for this may be twofold; Chambers was very reluctant to mention any other
artists as influences in his writing, and Spanish culture during the era of General
Francisco Franco’s rule was extremely isolated, which has meant that in Chambers’
time and today, beyond the great masters, few of these Spanish Realists found
recognition outside of Spain.44
I believe that Chambers’ time in Spain had more of a continuing impact than
merely on his technical abilities and painterly processes, and that more research can and
needs to be done to establish the extent to which the artwork that he created in London
was dependant on his continued connections to Madrid, both in terms of subject matter
and the realist approach to painting. This interaction with Spain is a direct challenge to
42 Debby Magidson, “The Art of Jack Chambers: Photography as Visual Reference,”
Art Magazine (Vol. 6, No. 19, Fall 1974): 19.
43 Barrio-Garay. “The Last Decade," 7-14.
44 For more on the censorship and isolation of Franco Spain, during Chambers time
there, see; Stanley G. Payne, The Phoenix: Franco Regime 1936-1975 (London, UK:
Phoenix Press 2000) and Spain transformed: the late Franco dictatorship, 1959-75
edited by Nigel Townson. (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007)
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the notion of Chambers as a Regionalist, even in the most general sense, and is a
significant marker in the reassessment of our understanding of the international nature
of his art.
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Figure 1.1

Jack Chambers,
Manand
cm, Nancy Poole’s Studio, Toronto, Courtesy of the Estate of Jack
Chambers. Photo © 2011 Centre for Contemporary Canadian Art, The
Canadian Art Database.
[http ://w w w .ccca. ca/c/images/screen/c/chambers/chambersO lO.jpgJ

Figure 1.1

Jack Chambers, Man and Dog, 1959, oil on canvas, 80.5 x 80.4 cm. Art
Gallery of Ontario, Courtesy of the Estate of Jack Chambers, Photo ©
2011 Art Gallery of Ontario [VISION Database, Richard & Beryl Ivey
Visual Resources Library, Visual Arts Department, The University of
Western Ontario, London, Ontario: AGO-103267.jpg]
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Figure 1.3

Jack Chambers, 401 Towards London No. 1, 1968-1969. Oil on
mahogany, 183 x 244 cm. Art Gallery of Ontario, Courtesy of the Estate
of Jack Chambers, Photo © 2011 Art Gallery of Ontario. [VISION
Database, Richard & Beryl Ivey Visual Resources Library, Visual Arts
Department, The University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario: AGO11865.jpg]

Figure 1.4

Jack Chambers, Victoria Hospital, 1970, oil on wood, 121.9 x 243.8 cm,
Private Collection London ON, Courtesy of the Estate of Jack Chambers
[VISION Database, Richard & Beryl Ivey Visual Resources Library,
Visual Arts Department, The University of Western Ontario, London,
Ontario: VA2009-252-135.jpg]
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Figure 1.5

Jack Chambers, Madrid Window No. 2, 1968-1969, oil and graphite on
plexiglas, 114.3 x 101.6 cm. Private Collection, Toronto. Courtesy of the
Estate of Jack Chambers [Jack Chambers, The Last
, 40]

Figure 1.6

Francisco de Zurbarán, Still-Life with Lemons, Oranges, and Rose, 1633,
oil on canvas, 62.2 x 109.5 cm. The Norton Simon Foundation, Pasadena,
CA © 2011 The Norton Simon Foundation.
[http://images.nortonsimon.org/viewer/index.php?id=F. 1972.06.P]
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Figure 1.7

Jack Chambers,
TheFarewell, 1958-1959. Oil on canvas, 79.4 x 99.
Private Collection, London, Ontario. Photo © 2011 Centre for
Contemporary Canadian Art, The Canadian Art Database.
[http://www.ccca.ca/c/images/big/c/chambers/chambers005.jpgl
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Stanley Spencer, The Lovers, 1934, oil on canvas, 115 x 123.5 cm. Laing
Art Gallery, Newcastle upon Tyne, © Laing Art Gallery
[http://img.artknowledgenews.com/files2008a/Spencer_The_Lovers.jpg]
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Jack Chambers and Antonio López García

Antonio López García was bom in Tomelloso, Spain in 1936. In 1949 he moved to
Madrid where he studied at the Escuela Central de Bellas Artes de San Femando from
1950 to 1955, and his training there overlapped with Chambers’ from 1954 to 1955.1
López García worked in Tomelloso and Madrid after he graduated, and had his first solo
exhibition in Madrid in 1961. He was interviewed for Chris Lowery’s 1982 film Tracks
and Gestures, a documentary about Chambers’ life and art.1
*3 In this interview, López
García, introduced as Chambers’ favorite artist among his friends in Spain, comments on
Chambers’ unique spirituality and his difference from Spanish painters:
From the first things he did at the school to these works from his last years,
he had, in his colour, something very luminous, which I think came from
his personality, his spirit, from his intuition. I remember his works at the
school, very serene works, seemingly serene, but if you penetrate them a
little you will find a tormented person, a straggle that came from within—
but it isn’t easy to see—he wasn’t a Latin man.4

This excerpt echoes the myth of Chambers as a spiritual artist and an outsider to Spain,
and as such sheds little light on his time at the Escuela. His statements aside, López
Garcia’s paintings, which he is filmed in front of in Tracks and Gestures bear a striking
resemblance to Chambers’ work, and indicate that perhaps there is more of a connection
to López García than he is letting on. Recalling the argument from Chapter One of this
thesis, regarding the careful construction of the Chambers’ ‘myth,’ and the extent to
which his time in Spain has been ignored or glossed over, the appearance of López

1Michael Brenson, Antonio Lopez García (New York: Rizzoli International, 1990), 346.
Brenson, Lopez García, 346.
3 Chambers: Tracks and Gestures. VHS. Directed by John Walker and Christopher
Lowry (Canada: Atlantis Films Ltd, 1982).
4 Lowry et al., Tracks and Gestures.
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García signals the new direction that our discussion of Chambers’ time in Spain will take.
In López García we have a living artist who trained with Chambers, working in a Realist
mode that even at first glace appears to have a stunning resemblance to Chambers’
paintings.
The painting in the foreground, López Garcia’s La Gran Via, (1974-81) is a large
realist work, and behind this we can catch a glimpse of a double portrait [figure 2.1].
These paintings in Tracks and Gestures, and indeed their strong resemblance to
Chambers’ paintings, first led me to investigate López García as a possible influence on
Chambers, or as a source of information that would aid in understanding Chambers’
particular mode of Realism. Because of the visual similarities of their painting, and their
shared schooling, it is relevant to examine their relationship further to consider the
similarities between their art practices. Where Jack Chambers is traditionally seen as one
of the figureheads of the London Regionalist movement, a champion of provincial art, I
believe that the impact of López García on his work should affect the way we view
Chambers’ painting, not as locally generated images, but as a contemporary Spanish form
of Realism relocated to the London, Ontario landscape. The themes, attitudes, and subject
matter of contemporary Spanish Realism play a large role in Chambers’ Realist work, a
role that hitherto has been unexplored. The following chapter outlines the formal and
historical connections between the two artists. In order to gain a more concrete insight
into Chambers’ formal education and life in Spain, I conducted an interview with López
García in February 2011. The interview was an important step forward in Chambers’
scholarship, which, as I argued in Chapter One, has remained relatively static since the
1960s and lacking in any in-depth consideration of Chambers’ obvious relationship to
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Spanish art. My own archival and primary research revealed that there is such a
connection, opening up the possibility for more extensive research into what should
prove a valuable source of insight into Chambers’ art.
As noted, the scholarly neglect of Chambers’ time in Spain and his artist
colleagues is understandable since nowhere in Chambers’ written autobiography does he
mention López García, and there is no correspondence with López García in the
Chambers’ archives at the AGO, which preserves most of the contents of his studio.
There is a veritable lacuna of information regarding Chambers’ relationship with Spain
after 1961. Whether this is an intentional erasure of influence, or simply reluctance on the
part of his relatives to part with private letters is at this point unknown. An intentional
erasure is suggested by the absence in any of Chambers’ published material of a reference
to his artist friends in Spain. A less intentional omission of these letters is suggested by
the complete absence of all Chambers’ documents of personal correspondence in the
AGO archives. Through personal e-mail conversations with Chris Lowery, I learned that
Olga Chambers, Jack’s widow, suggested contacting López García for an interview about
Chambers’ time in Spain.5 What this suggests, then, is that not only did Olga Chambers
have the contact information to put Lowery in touch with López García, she also
recognized his importance to Chambers’ painting. López García is introduced in the film
as Chambers’ favorite, which we can assume was something that Olga told the
filmmakers. Olga Chambers’ role in helping to shape Chambers’ artistic persona should
not be ignored, and Ross G. Woodman, Chambers’ close friend, has cited in conversation
examples of Olga desiring Chambers to be thought of as a traditional painter, and having

5 Simon Bentley, personal e-mail correspondence with Chris Lowry, November 21, 2009.
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reservations about his filmmaking and the attributed influence of Greg Cumoe on his
work.6 Woodman also recalls a trip to Spain with Chambers in 1963 when Chambers
took Woodman and his wife to see López Garcia’s exhibition in Madrid. Chambers found
this work highly desirable, and urged them to buy one of López Garcia’s paintings.7 Dr.
Woodman also insists that López García and Chambers were in correspondence with one
another.8 Dr. Mark Cheetham of the University of Toronto has discovered an unpublished
interview with Avis Lang preserved in the AGO archive, which mentions López García
and suggests that Jack Chambers may have owned some of López Garcia’s drawings.9
Cheetham’s discovery, coupled with Dr. Woodman’s revelations, indicate that not only
has our understanding of Chambers been incomplete, scholars are beginning to break
through Chambers’ manicured façade and uncover associations and influences that he
may have sought to disguise.
To those familiar with present-day contemporary Realism, López-García has
become the paragon of the realist artist. Robert Hughes has called him “the greatest
realist artist alive” adding:
There are some artists whose work compels assent almost as soon as you see
it.. .Its seriousness announces itself in precision, gravity, lack of obvious
fluidity; in a fastidiousness that could be modesty but is in fact the only kind
of aesthetic pride that matters and lasts; in a respect for the eye’s power to
surprise the mind, refracted through, an intense engagement with tradition.
Everything, in short, that is denied by the tyranny of the now.. .One of the

6 Simon Bentley, Interview with Ross Woodman, (London: unpublished, February 3,
2011 )

7 Ibid
8 Ibid.
9 Mark Cheetham, Past the 401: The International Classicism o f Jack Chambers,
(Toronto: Art Gallery of Ontario, Forthcoming) 4-5.
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few living painters of whom this seems to be true is Antonio López Garcia.101

Despite this status as one of the greatest living realist painters, López García has received
minimal attention overseas, due to his slow working methods as well as the isolation of
Franco Spain. Under Franco, contrary to what one would expect from a highly
conservative government, Abstraction in art was heavily promoted as a symbol of Spain’s
modernism and advancing culture. Realism under Franco was not seen as exhibiting
notions of ‘progress,’ and so, on top of the relative disconnect between Spain and the
world in general, Realists working in Spain were cut off from government funding to
exhibit and promote their work abroad. Part of López Garcia’s appeal is his tireless
devotion to Realism, even in the face of commercial and institutional ostracization during
Franco’s reign (up to 1975). His commercial success has only come more recently, and in
2008 he set a record for the highest auction price achieved by a living Spanish artist:
$2,394,480 USD, for Madrid desde Torres Blancas (1976-1982) [figure 2.2],11 Given this
fame, I find it surprising that Chambers’ connection to López García has not been
examined sooner, although I hope my thesis will set the stage for a multitude of different
studies on this Spanish and Canadian artistic exchange.
López García works firmly within the Spanish tradition, his uncle was also a
Realist painter, and a sense of maintaining a Spanish lineage, especially the influence of

10 Robert Hughes, ’’Art: The Truth in the Details” Time Magazine, April 21, 1986, 83.
11 ArtPrice Website, Auction Results for Antonio Lopez García,
[http://web.artprice.com/CartItems.aspx?pdttype=PS&idpdt=MTkzODE3NDMzMzkxMj
YwMzEt]
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painters like Diego Velázquez, is an important aspect of his work.1213For López García,
the ‘Spanish tradition’ is a far more complicated, subtle approach to painting than the
flamboyant and colourful paintings that are often associated with Spain. This subtlety is
manifested primarily in a plain, uncomplicated approach to Realism, described by López
García as “more intimate, more modest, less concerned with pleasing or amazing, nearer
to physical reality, with a moving intensity and truthfulness.” It is apparent that for
López García, a great deal of the power of Spanish art is an unspoken element, a lack of
frills and theories in favour of an honestness and authenticity of vision and
representation. This veracity is represented by his fastidious adherence to what lies before
him. When asked how he came to paint so faithfully, he replied: “This occurred over a
period of years, during which imperceptible changes led me to accept reality as a starting
point. Each time I felt compelled to change fewer things as I became less resistant to
what stood before me—that street, that room. The physical world gained more prestige in
my eyes.”14 As an example of this fidelity to a Spanish mode of painting, he won a
scholarship to travel to Italy to study art there, and was unimpressed by what he saw:
.. .when Francisco [López Hernández] and I saw firsthand the paintings
of Masaccio, Piero della Francesca, Botticelli, and all those people, that
whole avalanche of Italian artists who are everywhere, we ended up
becoming sick to death of it. We couldn’t see what all the fuss was about
and became indignant about it, as if we had been conned.. .We talked
about Velázquez and the greatness of those three of four artists who,
before we had seen all that Italian art, seemed to us so ordinary, so
familiar; we didn’t appreciate their full value.15

12 Michael Brenson, Antonio Lopez García, (New York: Rizzoli International, 1990),
317.
13 Ibid.
14 Brenson, Lopez García, 323.
15 Antonio Lopez García, Francisco Calvo Serraller, Antonio Lopez Garcia: Darwings
(New York: Distributed Art Publishers, 2010), 36.
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Recalling my argument from Chapter One regarding the generalizing trend of Chambers’
scholars to view Chambers’ art as ‘European,’ López Garcia’s adherence to Spanish art,
and his recognition of something distasteful in Italian art, highlights the repeated
associations of Chambers with ‘European’ art as lacking in both subtlety and nuance.
Far away from the Spanish cultural milieu, in which López García was
progressing closer and closer towards a form of absolute realism, Chambers was
operating in Canada, a nation without such a long and prestigious artistic heritage.
Chambers was fully aware of this historical disconnect, as evidenced by his statement in
“Perceptual Realism”: “Attempting to acquire a cultural characteristic such as classicism
in painting and sculpture, as North America tried to acquire in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, while not being able to transport the cultural process itself, fails
because the transplant is a spatial one, an idea, the apppropriation [sic] of an
appearance.”16 Within the comparatively short history of Canadian Art, Chambers
occupies a crucial place. His emphasis on location, and his affinity with Regionalism,
adds a certain irony to his links with the Spanish tradition, and complicates the task of
separating his personal creativity from aspects of Spanish visual culture that he adopted.
It is understandable that when faced with Chambers’ work, Canadian critics, lacking the
knowledge of contemporary Spanish art that informed their making, associated it with the
Europe that they did know: the Europe of Cézanne, Monet, and Velásquez. What follows
is a brief analysis of Chambers’ paintings, alongside equivalent works done by López
García.

16 Jack Chambers, “Perceptual Realism,” artscanada. (October 1969):7.
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Acknowledging the relationship between Chambers and López García, which
includes Chambers’ interest in his work and contextualizing López García in terms of the
Spanish tradition rather than Europe in general, I will now demonstrate how formally
similar Chambers and López García are, how their works share a resemblance and how
their approach to realism hinges on a philosophical interpretation of perception. This will
show that their relationship was more than just social and educational but that Chambers
relates to López García in the fundamental conceptions of the development of
contemporary Spanish Realism.
Upon returning from Spain to London in 1961, Chambers created Portrait o f Ross
and Marion Woodman (1961) [figure 2.3]. Curiously, very little, indeed nothing has
been written about the Woodman’s double portrait, even though it represents such a
pivotal moment in the career of Jack Chambers. It is the first work he completed upon
his return, and the moment when he begins his professional career in Canada.17 Typically,
this period of Chambers’ artistic production is associated with his exploration of
abstraction and Surrealism as I outlined in Chapter One. However, the double portrait is
remarkably similar to two double portraits painted by López García of his grandparents,
Sinforoso and Josefa (1955) and Antonio and Carmen (1956) [figures 2.4, 2.5]. These
portraits of his grandparents were painted just after López García had finished school,
and as such reveal the early form of his accretive style of painting, working up the image
gradually, so that the surface of the canvas reveals the organic growth in its image. These
works are not accretions of time, but purposeful layering and modeling by López García,

17 It is my understanding that based on the impetus o f my questions about López García,
Ross Woodman will be giving a brief lecture at the AGO comparing his portrait with the
two López García portraits mentioned here, using images that I have provided.
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who was working from a combination of photographs and his memories to “restore them
to the present.”18 In 1961, the Woodmans visited one of López Garcia’s shows with
Chambers, and they may have even seen these double portraits. The chronology of these
events should be clarified, as they are not properly recorded in the various histories of
Chambers’ life; Chambers returned to London in 1961 to visit his sick mother, and
decided to stay there. He then traveled with the Woodmans to Spain, presumably to
straighten out his affairs, where they met Olga, visited the exhibition of López Garcia’s
work, and “toured some cathedrals.”19 They returned that same year, at which point
Chambers began painting the Portrait o f Ross and Marion Woodman.
Typically, Chambers’ relationship to Spain is discussed within the bounds of
academic training and technique, while his subject matter has always been seen as wholly
southwestern Ontarian. The shared structure of López García and Chambers’ double
portraits, for example the cropped busts, the hand on the shoulder, and the almost vacant,
distant gazes, suggest that closer attention should be paid to Chambers’ adoption of
Spanish compositional and thematic forms. Take for example, Messengers Juggling Seed,
(1962) by Chambers, and López Garcia’s painting Mieres, (1963) [figures 2.6, 2.7],
These two paintings contain the remarkably similar central image of a woman, hovering
in the landscape. The similarity of imagery in these two paintings and the use of figures
floating in an otherwise realistic landscape suggests that both artists are working in a very
similar mode. López García mentioned in our interview that many of the students at the
18 Cheryl A. Brutvan, Antonio López-García, Miguel Femández-Cid, Antonio López
García, (Boston: MFA Publications, 2008), 64.
19 Ross Woodman recalled returning home with Marion late one night in 1961 to find
Chambers, unannounced, sitting on their front step. He was heading to Spain in the
morning, and wanted them to accompany him. They did. Simon Bentley, Interview with
Ross Woodman, (London: unpublished, February 3, 2011).
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Academia had become “infected” by Magic Realism. From the perspective of his
mature style, he felt that he had, during his younger days, used Magic Realism as a way
of illustrating the “mysteries of the world,” and he gradually eliminated these extraneous
figures as his style progressed. The obvious visual parallels between these works and
others by Chambers and López García provides a much more fruitful comparison than the
generalized references made to Miró and Dali by previous critics.

What the connection

to López Garcia’s paintings proves is a continuing exchange of ideas between Chambers
and Spain, which has implications for the art he produced long after his art school
training and his return to London. If this is the case, as I am indeed arguing, then the
notion of Chambers as a lone mystic, seeking out the light of God in the landscape
around London must be re-examined. This link with the painting of López García, forces
us to re-evaluate Chambers’ relationship to Spanish Realism, and to take into account the
impact of work being done in Spain, not only when Chambers was there, but also after
his departure.
López Garcia’s working method offers a critical insight into many of the issues
that emerge in Chambers’ work, including the role of light and time in perception. López
Garcia’s slavish painting technique is perhaps most famously represented in the film El
Sol Membrillo (The Quince Tree of the Sun) in which López García literally hammers
two nails into the ground in front of his subject, marking the position of his feet, so that201*

20 Simon Bentley, Interview with Antonio Lopez García, Madrid, 2011.
21 Ibid.
See notes 7 and 8 in Chapter 1.
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he might regain the same perspective from which to paint, day after day. In 1985, art
historian Michael Brenson describes López-García’s painting method as thus:
He is a 49-year-old “realist” painter and sculptor who approaches his work
with the kind of monastic dedication that would not be surprising in a
medieval builder. He proceeds very, very slowly, producing three or four
works a year, often working on individual paintings and sculptures for half a
decade or more.. ,2324
López Garcia’s working methods, it can be argued, are the standard against which
to measure Chambers’ work.
Beginning with the double portrait of the Woodman’s, Chambers paints a
series of landscapes works filled with various figures of friends and family.
Magazine and newspaper cutouts also litter his paintings. These works, executed
from 1961-1965, appear to be influenced directly by contemporary Spanish art at
that time. Another influence on Chambers’ work of this period could be López
Garcia’s uncle, Antonio López-Torres, who frequently painted figures scattered in
the foreground of his landscapes. A comparison of Chambers’ Olga Near Arva
(1963) and Torres’ Niños en un Rastrojo (Children in a Field) (1958) finds a
remarkable similarity in composition and approach, the figures positioned like
afterthoughts in a detailed landscape [figures 2.8, 2.9]. The likelihood that
Chambers would have seen Niños en un Rastrojo is good—Torres held a solo show
in Madrid in 1958, while Chambers was in Spain, and as he was Antonio LópezGarcía’s uncle—it is likely that Chambers would have attended. It is not, however,
the only painting of Torres’ that contains these similar traits, as many of his
23 Víctor Erice. (1992) El Sol del Membrillo, La Mirada films, Madrid
24 Michael Brenson, “Art View; Fresh Visions Based on a Grad Tradition,” The New York
Times, July 7, 1985.
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landscapes contain a scattering of seated and standing figures. In an interview,
Nancy Poole attributes Chambers’ scattering of objects and statues in his paintings
to his “European eye” saying: “The parks in Europe had statues, and also he learned
to paint them while at school there. So he used them to break up the canvas the way
he wanted it to be. He hadn’t yet made that transition from having a European
eye.”25 This blanket term, ‘European,’ so typical of Chambers scholarship, seems to
serve as a satisfying explanation for any and all of Chambers’ more cryptic
characteristics as an artist. In these early London paintings we can see Chambers’
use of the photograph; he reuses the identical image of Olga in Olga near Arva
(1963) and Olga Along the Thames (1963). What is so unique about these paintings
within Chambers’ body of work, is that he painted some of these early London
landscapes from life, with the meticulous detail and attention that is the hallmark of
the Spanish Realist movement. The fact that he is returning at a specific time
everyday to paint Olga near Arva (1963) and Summer Behind the House (1963)
reveals that Chambers, upon his return to London, was truly painting in the Spanish
style, painting the background landscape from observation while adding figures to
his paintings derived from photographs. Antonio Lopez García is known for taking
this method to extremes, returning daily at a precise time during a specific time of
year to observe the exact quality of light he wishes to record. Around 1961 to 1962,
Chambers discovered the “magic of photography” in that he pored over family
photo albums and recreated the visages of his parents and ancestors, as seen in
Messengers Juggling Seeds (1962) [figure 2.6].
25 Heather Kaplan, Jack Chambers' Family Portraits and the Allegorical Infusion,
Toronto: Thesis (Master of Arts) York University, 44

These earliest paintings done in Canada contain three distinct elements
imported from Spain: firstly, the notion of continuous observation as an integral
part of the ‘organic’ generation of a painting; secondly, the particular form of
Magic Realism that was being practiced in Madrid upon Chambers’ departure; and
lastly, the experimentation with picture grounds that was made popular in Spain
during Chambers’ studies there. The literature on Chambers, in its present state,
simplifies these factors by removing their filtration through fellow classmates and
friends at the Escuela. In the dominant narrative of Chambers he develops his own
theory of the painting as an organism, based on the teachings of his professors, he
develops his own particular brand of Surrealism, through his studies of Dali and
Miro, and he researches his own experimental grounds at the impetus of Tapies and
Juan Gris.
Around 1965, Chambers abandons this form of Magic Realist painting, devoting
his time to drawing, film-making, and eventually the “silver paintings” in 1967. His
reasons for the abandonment of Spanish da vita mode of painting is his frustration with
the labour-intensive process of colouration, and the strenuous nature of this style of
painting took its toll on Chambers, who began suffering from neck and back problems,
which he directly attributed to the long hours he spent hunched in front of a canvas.
Chambers’ silver paintings, along with his films, are today enjoying a new popularity,
and are being recognized as some of his most creative and groundbreaking work. A
recent show and catalogue at Museum London has reawakened an interest in the segment
of Chambers’ career that constitutes his foray into the realm of the moving image.
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In the context of my argument, the “silver paintings” represent a moment at which
Chambers turns away from his academic training, abandoning the ardours of realism for
North American-style Pop Art. Technically speaking, the “silver paintings” required little
expertise; source images were placed over light and their highlights were traced and then
transferred, presumably using the grid technique, or a projector, onto particleboard. These
highlights were then masked out and spray-painted, then brushed to achieve the
“positive/negative” effect that was their major innovative quality. This process was then
repeated, on a smaller scale, to create eight “multiples” of each painting.26
In terms of the Canadian Art historical narrative and its characterization of
Chambers’ career arc, the key period is 1968 to 1969, when he starts Victoria Hospital
(1969) and 401 Towards London No. 1{ 1968-69), publishes “Perceptual Realism,” and is
diagnosed with myleoblastic leukemia [figures 1.4,1.3]. Thus began the last decade of
Chambers’ life, marked with a sudden and drastic shift in style that constitutes his new
Perceptual Realist paintings. The temporal proximity of this shift in style and manifesto
to his diagnosis makes for a compelling story; here is an artist who, upon being told he
has months to live, undergoes an epiphany of sorts and begins painting as though
possessed by a clarity borne of the knowledge of his own mortality. Indeed, José BarrioGarray, in his introduction to “The Last Decade,” a 1980 retrospective of Chambers’
painting, writes:

26 It has only recently come to my attention that the “silver paintings” may hold a key to
understanding Chambers’ position as an outsider in London. These paintings, in their
imagery and their facility of execution, can be seen as disparaging representations of
London’s artistic understanding as compared to the state of artistic discussion that
Chambers had abandoned in Madrid.
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The essay [“Perceptual Realism”] was written in Victoria Hospital at the time
when he was told of his impending death. He had been bom in the very same
hospital. By the time he had completed the painting [Victoria Hospital], he had
survived beyond the months given him by his doctors. There can be no question
that he had these facts in mind when he undertook and finished the painting.
This lumping together of “Perceptual Realism,” the start of Perceptual Realist
paintings, and Chambers’ diagnosis with leukemia, while appropriate in dealing with
Victoria Hospital (1968-69), is not an altogether accurate description of the genesis of his
change in style. David Burnett emphasizes the disconnect between the two events, as
though combating a growing popular interpretation of events, “And those issues have
frequently been defined, at least by implication, in assuming a causal relationship
between the observable in his work and the diagnosis of his illness.”
Chambers work, 401 Towards London No. 1 (1968) is a case in point, exhibiting
Chambers’ shift in style at a juncture predating his fatal diagnosis. 401 Towards London
No. 1 does not coincide with Chambers’ fateful visit to the hospital, but instead
corresponds to a 1968 trip he took with his family to Spain, where Madrid was among his
destinations.

López García recalls Chambers contacting him unexpectedly (López

García estimated the visit at around 1967, but it is most likely 1968 as Chambers was in
Spain in 1963 and 1968), and visiting him at his house and having lunch together.2728930
During this visit Chambers would have surely seen the works that López García was
engaged in: the sweeping, vertiginous Madrid landscapes such as South Madrid (1965-

27 José L. Barrio-Garay, Jack Chambers ’Paintings - The Last Decade, in "Jack
Chambers: The Last Decade." (London: London Regional Art Gallery, 1980) 10
28 David Burnett, Jack Chambers Retrospective, (London: London Regional Art Gallery,
1988)7
29 Tom James Smart, “The Landscapes of Jack Chambers, 1957-1978” (master’s thesis,
University of Toronto, 1986), 241
30 Simon Bentley, Interview with Antonio López García, Madrid, 2011.
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1985), Madrid Looking Towards the Observatory (1965-1970), or View o f North Madrid
from “La Maliciosa ” (1962-64) [figures 2.10, 2.11, 2.12]. It was during this visit to
Spain, and specifically in his time spent with López García, that Chambers had his
“Wow” moment, not as described in his autobiography as occurring on the 401, but
instead when he saw and was astounded by the sublime impact of López Garcia’s largescale realist landscapes. When we consider that for the three years up until that point,
1965-68, Chambers had been working primarily on his silver paintings, multiples, and
films, it must have been an invigorating discovery to find López García producing realist
paintings with such visual force. Given the overwhelming focus on Perceptual Realism in
discussions of Chambers’ oeuvre, the comparison of Chambers’ process, which relies
heavily on the photograph, with López Garcia’s, which is so focused on experience, has
incredible potential for understanding the more complicated points of Chambers’ theories
on perception. Where the scholarship has simply labeled Chambers’ training as
“classical” and “European,” it is obvious that more attention should be paid as to what
exactly these terms mean, especially with regards to the painting of López García.
The accepted mythology surrounding 401 Towards London No. 1 is a Regionalist
attitude, and differs greatly from a view that includes a continued Spanish influence. The
common narrative, based on Chambers own writings, is of Chambers driving along
highway 401 towards Toronto, when he looked into his rear view mirror and was, as Tom
Sherman puts it, “struck by the visual perfection of the moment, an instant of perception
of his native landscape, recalled as a transcendent event absolutely void of conscious

thought.”3132The fact that Chambers’ drive along the 401 took place in October of 1968,
the very same month he returned from his trip to Spain and his visit with López García, is
an intriguing coincidence. It is far more likely that Chambers returned to Canada filled
with a renewed confidence and purpose, and inspired by the potential of López Garcia’s
large-scale landscapes as applied to Ontario, and sought out significant vistas to capture
in this way. The Spanish influence on 401 Towards London No. 1 is also evident in the
fact that Chambers was without a camera when his “Wow” moment struck, and recorded
the precise time, date, and weather conditions so that he could return to the scene and
recreate the original moment the best he could.

'X'J

The attention given to atmospheric

conditions and the sensitivity to representing a specific time of day is one of the
celebrated traits of López Garcia’s work. Not only did he apply this sensitivity to his
execution of his paintings, Chambers translated this ‘motif or hallmark of Spanish
Realism in the film Circle (1968-69), in which he opened the shutter on his camera for a
few seconds at the same time everyday. The difference between film and camera could be
compared to the difference between Chambers’ and López Garcia’s realisms. Deborah
Magidson, in her essay “The Art of Jack Chambers, Photography as a Visual Reference,”
notes the difference between Circle's use of film and Chambers’ use of the photograph
for his paintings. Magidson writes,

31 Tom Sherman Jack’s Eye Was A Camera” Arts Magazine 65, no. 6 (February 1991)
45.
32 Chambers, in his autobiography edited by Nancy Poole recalls saying “Wow” aloud at
the sight of view he would capture in 401 Towards London. This “Wow” moment, is also
a key aspect of Perceptual Realism, and is included in Chambers’ artscanada essay. Ross
Woodman, when I told him my theory that Chambers had his “Wow” moment in Spain,
quipped “Well that’s a lot more plausible than a rear-view mirror!”; Simon Bentley,
Interview with Ross Woodman.
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The camera is fixed, focused on a particular spot in the family
backyard. The seasonal textures, colours, shapes and light patterns
weave a detailed tapestry of life. As each day passes into the next, what
is seen “out there,” in the backyard, passes on. Nothing is ever the
same. Each day brings new colours, lights textures and objects. Unlike
the film diary, the photo remains constant. After the few seconds during
which the film is exposed nothing is changed. The photograph is a work
from which light and colour conditions never vary from day to day.33
In López Garcia’s realism, the changes over time are an integral part of the painting’s
structure, and his canvases bear the marks of this prolonged re-working of the surface.
His landscape paintings take so long to complete that in the course of painting them the
landscape has changed. Buildings have risen and fallen such that the end result bears
more relation to a time-lapse photograph or stationary film than to the single frame of a
photograph. Chambers, in his use of the photograph, is denying the entry of time into his
work; he is freezing the moment through the ‘magic of the photograph.’ In doing so,
Chambers is essentially rejecting the Spanish mode of realism, and adopting that of
Photorealism, while still, in a way, using the terms and structures of Spanish Realism.
Perhaps the closest Chambers comes to a discussion of López Garcia’s work is the
section titled “Style” in “Perceptual Realism,” where he writes:
A constantly changing scene with no way of freezing the instant
offered the painter little alternative but to find some intentional means
of expressing the unity he felt for the thing he was painting. Style
filled the gap as it were, where the artist had no more specific
references to go on. The personality of the artist conceived stylistic
innovations that became his hallmark; where style deteriorated into
mannerism painting derived from the lyrical ego and the mindaesthetic rather than embodying the primary impact.34

33 Debbie Magidson, “The Art of Jack Chambers: Photography as Visual Reference”,
Artmagazine 6 no. 19 (Fall 1974): 20.
34 Chambers, “Perceptual Realism,” 8.
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This passage shows Chambers’ attempt at justifying his use of the photograph as an
improvement to the eye of the painter, but he neglects the fact that López García and the
other Spanish Realists also sought to eliminate ‘style’ from their paintings as best they
could. Indeed, the removal of all style in preference for a perhaps imperfect but
representationally honest painting can be seen as a key tenet of López Garcia’s approach
to realism. Where something has moved in López Garcia’s composition, he will erase and
paint over and adjust his canvas accordingly. It is this humility when faced with the
unstoppable ebb of time that gives López Garcia’s work its spiritual dimension.
As “Perceptual Realism” shows, Chambers was reluctant to give up the spiritual,
philosophical, and meditative qualities of Spanish Realism, but was also struck by the
need to include the “technological” aspect of North American art into his painting.
“Perceptual Realism,” then, can be read as a defense of the use of the camera, an attempt
to insert photography into the ‘monastic’ processes of Spanish representational art. What
is curious about “Perceptual Realism” is that Chambers does not explicitly outline this
Spanish method, or contrast his work to that of his Spanish counterparts. Without López
García as a comparison, critics search for other, often misleading comparisons. Mario
Amaya, in an article in Art in America, described Chambers’ film Circle (1968-1969) as
being akin to “the analysis of changing light on a particular subject that so obsessed
Monet.”35 Again, we get a sense of the generalizing trend of North American critics
comparing Chambers’ works to famous European painters, rather than contemporary
Spanish realists. Also, it is evident from the art historical record that Chambers did not

35 Mario Amaya, “Canada: Jack Chambers,” ^
121.

in America 58, no. 5 (Sept.-Oct. 1970):
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make an effort to correct these associations, or to use López Garcia’s work as an example
against which to compare his own efforts.
To add to this connection with López García, many of Chambers’ works,
subsequent to 401 Towards London No. 1 echo and parallel works by his Spanish
counterpart. Ross Woodman, in a recent interview, recalled Chambers working on Mums
(1968-71) using a photograph of López Garcia’s China Cabinet (1965-66) as a guide
[figures 2.13, 2.14]. With Mums, the particular concern for Chambers was apparently
one of perspective, and Woodman noted that Chambers struggled to eliminate the sense
that his dresser was “falling forward” towards the viewer, due perhaps to the rigid use of
renaissance single point perspective, or the use of the photograph as a model. A
comparison of the two paintings reveals Chambers’ shortcomings in this regard, as China
Cabinet sits solidly in front of the viewer, its stability a marked contrast to the raked and
precarious angle of Chambers’ Mums. When I discussed Chambers’ works with López
García, who had apparently not seen many of them before I showed him images during
our interview, he was quick to notice works that were derived from photographs based on
the unnatural posture of figures. For example, Moving Side & Forward (1967) was for
him particularly obvious in its use of the photograph, and as such was less appealing to
him than Portrait o f Ross and Marion Woodman (1961) [figures 2.15 and 2.3].38 For
López García, the photograph removes the connection to place, he points out that
Chambers could have painted 401 Towards London No. 1 halfway around the world,

36 Simon Bentley, Interview with Ross Woodman, (London: unpublished, February 3,
2011 )

37 Ibid.
38 Simon Bentley, Interview with Antonio Lopez García, (Madrid: unpublished, February
21, 2010.)
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because he used a photograph. About 401 Towards London No. 1 (1968), López García
also said: “If you wanted to paint the real world, I would have done a better job, it would
have been more difficult, but better.”39 López Garcia’s attitude towards the use of the
photograph in painting is not altogether dismissive. He admits to using photographs in the
past as an aide, usually where prolonged observation was impossible, such as in New
York, an aerial view of the city from a plane. This combination of photography and
memory bears a striking resemblance to Chambers’ formula for Perceptual Realism in
which he says “That is the essence of Perceptualism; each of my paintings, using the
photo as a tool, from this time on has happened as a result of first my vision, then my
memory, where it is accurately preserved by my camera.”40
But, interestingly, when it came to a relative truth contained in a painting, López
García preferred observation over the use of the photograph, saying:
The photograph is already narrating something, and it brings it into
your world. But it’s really different when you’re painting. The
photograph gives you a false sense of security. [Painting from]
reality gives you a very precarious truth, but it is true. And it’s very
bad when a painter depends on photographs, but some people who
work from photographs make interesting things, a sort of coldness is
part of the work.41
Naturally, given his tireless devotion to it, López García privileges prolonged experience
over the shortcut of the camera. In comparison with López García, Chambers is still
working, in terms of his Realism, in their earlier mode. He breaks up images, scatters and
reassembles them, creating images that appear to be ‘real’ but in fact contain the very

39 Simon Bentley, Interview with Antonio Lopez García.
40 Lowry et al., Tracks and Gestures:
http://www.ccca.ca/videoportrait/english/c/chambers/cha005v.html
41 Simon Bentley, Interview with Antonio Lopez-Garcia.
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artistic license that he sought to avoid. The most famous example of Chambers altering
the photographic record to suit his pictorial needs is his alteration of the sign-post in 401
Towards London No. 1, from “59 South Delhi” to “59 West London.”42
This is not to say that Chambers’ relationship with López García was entirely a
one-way affair. There are instances where a López García image, with a similar subject
matter, appears later than its counterpart by Chambers. Works like Chambers’ Lunch
(1969 unfinished) and its López García companion The Dinner (1971-1980), are
separated by a number of years [figures 0.1 and 2.16]. As mentioned before, Chambers
was apparently in possession of photographs of López Garcia’s work, and also may have
owned drawings by him. These types of parallels point to some sort of correspondence
between the two artists, although there is no evidence of any letters between the two in
the AGO archives, and López García only recalled exchanging one or two letters, most
likely before 1968. One possible explanation for these links between the two painters is
suggested by a Polaroid photograph in the AGO archives, simply labeled “Lopez” in pen
[figure 2.17]. The image in the photograph is not a López García work, but a work by
Isabel Quintanilla titled Vista nocurna de Roma (1964).43 Quintanilla was a part of a
group of artists generally known as the Madrid Realists or New Spanish Realists. The
artwork, however, was for a time in the possession of López García, and his daughter,
Maria, confirmed that this photograph at some point hung in their house, but has since
been returned to Quintanilla. So, we know that Chambers’ had in his possession a
photograph of a work by a Madrid Realist, taken in the house of López García. Given that
42 Tom Sherman, “Jack’s Eye Was a Camera,” Arts Magazine 65, no. 6 (February 1991):
46.
43 It should be noted that this image bears a striking resemblance to Chambers’ Olga,
Diego and Geraniums.
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the Chambers and Lopez García didn’t correspond past 1968, and given that the Polaroid
film in the archive could have been from 1972 at the earliest, it would appear that
Chambers was corresponding with other artists, or friends of artists in Spain, who were
updating him on the goings-on in Madrid and elsewhere.44 This situation would explain
the “active attention” to the contemporary Spanish art scene that Chambers mentions in
“Perceptual Realism.”45 Dr. Mark Cheetham, in a forthcoming catalogue essay for the
Jack Chambers Retrospective at the AGO, writes:
Chambers even claims that he initiated his Spanish friend’s turn to
realism by showing him a drawing of flowers he had done in Austria,
just before arriving in Spain in 1953 (Flowers, 1953, fig. XX): “that
was the drawing that knocked Antonio out. . . you can well see how it
would [because] that’s before he was . .. doing anything very tidy.”
And what did López García give Chambers? “He had ingested . . . a
whole kind of culture . . . the classic culture;. . . he was already usin’
it in his work . .. and I knew nothing about it.46
The connection with López García offers an entirely new benchmark
against which to examine Chambers’ unique and personal Realism, and it is
quite apparent that further studies into the writings and philosophies of López
García will be able to elucidate and contextualize much of the ‘European
tradition’ that Chambers learned from, built upon, abandoned, and triumphantly
returned to. Perhaps the most significant implication is for our understanding of
“Perceptual Realism” itself. In the light of López Garcia’s mode of Realism as
an antithesis to Chambers reveals far more than detached comparisons with
44 Polaroid’s “Integral Film” was introduced in 1972; P.C Wensberg, Land’s Polaroid: A
Company and the Man who Invented it, (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1987), 178.
45 Jack Chambers, “Perceptual Realism,” artscanada. (October 1969): 7.
46 Mark Cheetham, Past the 401: The International Classicism o f Jack Chambers,
(Toronto: Art Gallery of Ontario, Forthcoming) 5; Avis Lang interview, May 23, 1973:
22, 1,2, Chambers Fonds, AGO.
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historical art movements. What emerges is a conversation in art, a nuanced
debate over the veracity of observation and experience in painting, an argument
between the old school of Europe and the new school of North America, at the
center of which are Jack Chambers and Antonio López García.
López García, while maintaining a highly personalized practice and
reputation, was far from the ‘lone wolf that Chambers was in London. López
García was the leading member of a group of Spanish Realists, all working in a
similar mode with similar goals of representation, while Chambers stood out in
London as one of the most technically accomplished painters in Canada at the
time. Given Chambers’ close association with López García, it would not be
outlandish to consider viewing Chambers as a satellite member of this group of
Spanish Realists. Chapter Three examines this proposal, analyzing Chambers’
work in relationship to artists in Spain beyond Lopez Garcia, furthering my
thesis that Chambers’ work is indeed indebted to the Spanish school
contemporary with his formal education abroad.
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Figure 2.1

Antonio López García, La Gran Via, 1974-1981, oil on board, 90.5 x 93.5
cm. Collection of the Artist [Ediciones Polígraphia, Antonio López, Píate
33]

Figure 2.2

Antonio López García Madrid desde Torres Blancas, 1976-1982, oil on
board, 145 x 244 cm. Prívate Collection. [Ediciones Polígraphia, Antonio
López, Píate 31 ]
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Figure 2.3

Figure 2.4

Jack Chambers, Portrait o f Ross and Marion Woodman, 1961, oil on
board, approximately 100 x 100 cm. Collection of Ross and Marion
Woodman, London, ON. Photographed by Simon Bentley, 2011.

Antonio López García, Sinforoso and
, 1955, oil on canvas, 62 x 88
cm. Prívate Collection [Ediciones Polígraphia, Antonio
, Píate 1]
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Figure 2.5

Antonio López García, Antonio and Carmen, 1956, oil on canvas, 60.5 x
83.5 cm. Prívate Collection. [Ediciones Polígraphia, Antonio
, Píate

2]

Figure 2.6

Jack Chambers, Messengers Juggling
, 1962, oil on plywood, 163.8 x
141 cm. (oval). National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa. Courtesy of the
Estate of Jack Chambers [http://www.ccca.ca/c/images/screen/c/chambers/chambers021.jpg]
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Figure 2.7

Antonio Lopez García, Mieres, 1963, unknown medium, unknown
dimensions. Private Collection.
[http://pintura.aut.org/SearchProducto?Produnum=24847]

Figure 2.8

Jack Chambers,
OlgaNearArva, 1963, oil on panel,
Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, purchase, Saidye and Samuel Bronfman
Collection of Canadian Art. Courtesy of the Estate of Jack Chambers.
[Kathryn Elder, The Films o f Jack Chambers, 93]
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Figure 2.9

Antonio López Torres, Niños en un Rastrojo (Children in a Field), 1958,
oil on board, 84.2 x 100.5 cm. Museo Antonio López Torres, Tomelloso,
Spain. Copyright © 2007 Museo Antonio López Torres
[http://www.tomelloso.eS/proxyddHColaboracion/resources/l/l/published/
3323_1958%20%20%20Ninos%20en%20un%20rastrojo,%20%2084.2%2
0X%20100,5%20cm%20%C3%931eo-Tabla.jpg]

Figure 2.10

Antonio López García, South Madrid, 1865-1985, oil on board, 153 x 244
cm. Masaveu Collection, Madrid. [Ediciones Polígraphia, Antonio López,
Píate 30]
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Figure 2.11

Antonio López García, Madrid Looking Towards the Observatory, 19651970, oil on board, 122 x 244 cm. Private Collection. [Ediciones
Poligraphia, Antonio López, Plate 29]

*

Figure 2.12

*

Antonio López García, View o f North Madrid from “La Maliciosa”, 1964,
oil on board, 130 x 200 cm. The Chase Manhattan Bank Collection.
[Ediciones Poligraphia, Antonio López, Plate 20]
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Figure 2.13

Jack Chambers,
s,1968-71, oil on wood, 243.8 x 128.9 cm. Museum
um
M
London, Ontario. Photo Courtesy of the Estate of Jack Chambers.
[http://www.ccca.ca/c/images/screen/c/chambers/chambers042.jpg]
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Figure 2.14
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Antonio López García, China Cabinet, 1965-66, oil on board, 244 x 127
cm. Prívate Collection. [Ediciones Polígraphia, Antonio
, Píate 21]
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Figure 2.15

Jack Chambers, Moving Side and Forward, 1967, graphite, acrylic on
board, 140 x 185 cm. Art Gallery of York University, Canada. Photo
Courtesy of the Estate of Jack Chambers [Museum London, Jack
Chambers, The Light from Darkness, 25]

Figure 2.16

Antonio López García, The Dinner, 1971-1980 unfinished, oil on board,
89 x 101 cm. Collection of the Artist. [Ediciones Poligraphia, Antonio
López, Plate 35]
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Figure 2.17

Unidentified Photographer, Polaroid Photograph of Isabel Quintanilla,
Vista noctuna de
a, 1964, Edward P. Taylor Research
om
R
Archives, Art Gallery of Ontario, Jack Chambers Fonds, CA OTAG
SC055, Box 32, File No. 4.
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Jack Chambers and Contemporary Spanish Realism

As the previous two chapters have shown, Jack Chambers’ connection to Spain
did not end upon his return to Canada in 1961, but continued throughout his career.
While it is clear that Chambers shared many formal and theoretical similarities with the
Spanish Realist Antonio López García, this chapter situates Chambers within the larger
Spanish artistic milieu, outlining the similarities between his painting and the work of
the Spanish Realists associated with López García. Given Chambers’ academic ties to
Spain and his formal and personal ties to López García, and considering his claim in
“Perceptual Realism” that he was actively attentive to the Spanish scene, could
Chambers be considered a satellite member of the Spanish Realists? As I argue in this
chapter, Chambers’ work must be formally and contextually re-examined, not only in
relationship to Spain’s pre-eminent Realist López García, but also in terms of the
extended group of Spanish Realists. By doing this, I intend to make the scholarship
more specific, tying Chambers to a specific time and place in Spanish art history, rather
than continue the narrative of a vague ‘European’ influence. As I will demonstrate, the
similarities between Chambers’ work and the other Spanish Realists makes the case that
his work’s relationship to López García is not just a coincidence between two friends’
paintings, but more importantly, proving Chambers’ engagement with the movement at
large.
The following chapter will examine the work of the Spanish Realists in relation
to Jack Chambers, from 1955 when Chambers was first introduced to Spanish Realism
to Chambers to 1978 when Chambers died. Through this comparison, I consider
Chambers differently than has previously been understood. By suggesting that he was
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more connected with Spanish art practices, I will show that Chambers was engaged,
even if on the periphery, with a movement in Spain and not just in London, Ontario.
Apart from the impact that such a relationship would have on our interpretation of
London Regionalism, there are implications for the interpretation of Chambers’ work,
for the understanding of Spanish Realism’s developments in the face of photorealism,
and for the future of scholarship in realist painting as a whole. Chambers’ association
with the Madrid Realists can be examined on four fronts. First, the notion of a ‘school’
of art and the shared training of Chambers and his Spanish contemporaries will be
analyzed as a source of cohesion and integration. Secondly, the notion of contact and
correspondence, the idea that Chambers was not acting in isolation when in London, but
was in continued conversation with Spanish artists. Thirdly, subject matter and formal
similarities will be taken into consideration, as they form the strongest physical
evidence between painters, and provide a practical example of the relative affinity
between Chambers and his Spanish counterparts. Lastly, the notion of style will be
discussed, as this was a notion that Chambers was adamant about and that Spanish
realists take great pride in; in Realism style is paramount, as will be shown later on.
The name of Lopez Garcia’s artistic circle, styled the “Madrid Realists” or
“New Spanish Realists,” as with many artistic movements, were named somewhat
arbitrarily by gallerists and curators to link together what they felt were a group of
artists working under a common aegis, and in this case, in a specific geographic
location.1 Just as information about Spain in Chambers’ archival material at the AGO

1 In a forthcoming essay, I discuss the differences between London Regionalism, and
what could be deemed “Spanish” or “Madrid Regionalism.” Simon Bentley “Jack
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archives is scarce, so too is the literature on Spanish Realism available to Canadian
scholars. Very few critical essays exist, even in Spanish, and of the few catalogues that
are available López García gamers the majority of attention. As stated earlier, the
isolation of Spain during the Franco era is still being overcome, and as a result, Realist
artists have been especially marginalized to the point of almost complete obscurity. The
New Spanish Realists never formally established a group, nor did they specifically
outline a working method or approach that would distinguish them from other artists.
What these artists do share is, for the most part, a common training at the Escuela des
Bellas Artes de San Femando, a level of interaction and conversation, and an
unwavering devotion to realism (although early on in their careers, as we shall see,
Surrealism and Magic Realism inflects their work.) Chambers shares these
characteristics, studying at the same school, carrying on correspondence after he left,
and striving to develop and perfect the realism of his painting.
The Spanish artists working under the nominal category of “New Spanish
Realism” are: Antonio López García, Isabella Quintanilla, Francisco López, Julio
Hernández, Cladio Bravo (a Chilean), Maria Moreno, Luis Marsans, Eduardo Verdasco,
Amalia Avia, Matias Quetglas, and Carmen Laffón. At the core of this group are the socalled Madrid Realists. The critic William Dyckes offers a succinct account of their
formation:
Antonio López García and Julio (López) Hernández met in the Madrid
School of Fine Arts. Francisco López (Hernández), Julio’s brother,
studied at the Arts and Crafts night school at the same time. His wife,
Isabel Quintanilla, entered the School of Fine Arts after the others had
Chambers and Madrid Regionalism,” eds. Joel Faflak and Sky Glabush Regionalism
Revisited (Forthcoming 2012).
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graduated. As one might expect from such a tightly knit group, there
was a great deal of mutual influence and the sharing of objectives and
subject matter—to the point where they sometimes even depict the
same people and objects.2
Not only were the Madrid Realists grouped together on the basis of their formal and
artistic similarities, they were also a close group of friends and family. In addition to a
similar education, their close proximity and context was reflected in the appearance of
their art, which not only shared a sensitivity of perception, evidenced by the highly
realistic appearance of their art, but also contained a host of similar themes, represented
in common subject matter.
The importance of Chambers’ training at the Escuela is twofold when placing
him within the Madrid Realist school. Firstly, it establishes his common interest with
the Realists in an unpopular art form, a willingness to forgo the trendy in favour of the
rigorous. The New Spanish Realists emerged from a country that had been actively
exporting abstraction in order to promote its modernity abroad. In Spain, their work
bordered on the political, as it stood as an intensely traditional form of figurative
painting, which could be perceived as a silent witness to the ravages incurred under
Franco.3 Realist painting stood in stark contrast to the abstraction that was becoming the
cultural norm, not only in Spain, but around the world. In 1955, Chambers received a
grant from the Greenshields Foundation, the purpose for which was “to counteract
abstraction by making it possible for young art students to learn to paint in a non

2 William Dyckes, “The New Spanish Realists.” Art International 17 (1973): 31.
3 André Van Der Wende, “From Mundane to Metaphoric: The Visionary Candor of
Antonio Lopez Garcia” Art New England 29 (April/May 2008): 16.
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abstract manner.”4 In his letter of application for this grant, Chambers states that “the
humiliation put on classical art by ‘modernism’ must be remedied.”5 Thus, while
Chambers was interested in a realistic art practice like the Madrid Realists, it appears
that Chambers’ realism did not take on the same political overtones as his Iberian
contemporaries.
In my examination of Chambers’ work along side those of his contemporaries in
Spain, there emerges not only the connection of subject matter and style, but also a
simultaneous shift in both Chamber’s and the Spanish Realists’ work from realism
inflected with Surrealism (or Magic Realism) towards unadulterated realist painting.6
Given that the Madrid Realists were such a loosely formed group, defined by very few
characteristics, it is not far fetched to include Chambers among their number. The main
argument against his inclusion would be that he is a Canadian, and an outsider, a point
stressed by the London Regionalist narrative. But Lopez García not only spoke fondly
of Chambers, saying that he spoke Spanish very well and was quite popular among the
students, but also wondered why he ever left, apparently seeing no reason why
Chambers, having fully integrated into the Spanish artistic community, would have a
reason to leave.7

4 Tom Smart, “Letters to Canada: Jack Chambers' Correspondence with Charles
Greenshields, 1955-1962.” RACAR: Revue d ’art canadienne/Canadian Art Review 19,
no. 1-2 (1992): 133.
5 Tom Smart, “Letters to Canada,” 134.
6 A pertinent, but unexplored line of study is Chambers’ work in relief sculpture, on
which the Madrid Realist sculptors, such as Francisco López Hernández focused much
of their artistic practice. It could be argued that Chambers vacuum form relief sculptures
are North American equivalents of López Hernandez’s bronze reliefs. López García is
renowned both for his painting and sculpture.
7 Simon Bentley, Interview with Antonio López-Garciá, (Madrid: Unpublished, 2011)
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I argue that Chambers shares many of these elements with the Spanish Realists,
and that his participation, and indeed membership in the group is just as warranted as
Q

some of those on its periphery. Chambers’ inclusion in this group is a contradiction to
the standard interpretation of his practice, namely as that of a London Regionalist. This
change signals a major upheaval of a dominant Canadian art historical narrative. In
addition to my own research, this shift has also been seen in the recent work done by
Dr. Mark Cheetham at the University of Toronto, who is also working to situate
Chambers among the international artists working during the 1960s, such as Gerhard
Richter. This new discussion on Chambers opens up an entirely different sphere of
interpretation and comparison; instead of viewing his paintings as personal meditations
on the local and familiar, we can now observe the broader artistic challenges and motifs
that Chambers was engaged with.
Chambers’ attendance at the Escuela has, for Canadian art historians, been a by
word for his formation as a “traditional,” “classical,” or “European” painter. His
training there gave him his technical abilities as a painter, and the accuracy and detail of
his realism is seen as the product of his time in Spain. While this is certainly true to a
great extent, such an attitude is one bom of a lack of perspective. Chambers’ work
should be evaluated against other students of his school to come to a better
understanding of what were core components of the Escuela’s training, what he
developed in tandem with the Madrid Realists, and what Chambers added or
emphasized on his own. Two elements of Chambers’ training are well known to us, the8

8 Like Chambers, who was also an artist based outside of Spain, Claudio Bravo, a
Chilean artist, is sometimes grouped with the Spanish Realists due to his training at the
Escuela and his devotion to Realism.
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first being drawing and the second being the ‘molecular’ approach to realism. A well
documented anecdote is that Chambers failed his first entrance exam for the Escuela,
and was poorly prepared in the traditional method of drawing that was required of him.9
Perhaps the best evidence of his transition as an artist over the subsequent months after
his failure and subsequent remedial coursework to hone his skills is two “drawings,”
The Medici Madonna (1953) and The Four Evangelists (1953) now located at the NGC,
with Chambers’ drawings done after his training at the Escuela [figures 3.1, 3.2].
“Drawings” is in quotation marks because the two works in the NGC collection are
quite evidently traced. The small scale, the dark outlines of the figures and the sausage
like fingers, simple outlines, and incautious shading indicate that these images were
traced from a book and then shaded, rather hurriedly. By comparison, his later drawings
are executed with what can be described as a sort of pointillist effect, and bear the mark
of the subtle shading technique that is the product of the use of a difumino, a tightly
rolled piece of paper, to add tone and volume. Chambers described the process of
applying to the school thus:
Not knowing Spanish, I did not understand till I tried the exam myself in
June that year that there was an accepted and expected method used for
drawing. The method was an academic and traditional approach to drawing
that was standard all over Europe.. .1 had no idea that this method existed
and was required practice. I carried on my approach of starting somewhere
in the middle and working out. Often there would be insufficient space on
the paper to get the whole object in. My forms would be incomplete; my
shading tones were varied but produced no volumes.10

9 John Richard Chambers. Jack Chambers, (London, Ontario: Nancy Poole, 1978) 60.
10 John Richard Chambers. Jack Chambers, 58.
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Chambers had been ill-prepared for the exam by his time at H.S. Beal, and he admits to
a certain stubbornness that persisted in him when faced with the task of learning to
draw:
Still the sense of being myself seemed preferable to the impersonal,
angular and schematic lines on the drawing paper of others around me.
I felt that they had either lost their souls or had none. My sense of
myself was a tough hound to lose. If I lost the sense of my own worth,
what would be left? I still had not understood that all this impersonal
schematic scaffolding was the means one used to get to a desired end.
I had as yet little inclination of what that desired end could be since I
didn’t possess the means of approaching it. I plodded along in my own
limited way, even refusing instruction from Jose [Jose Manaut
Vigliette, drawing instructor].11
What this episode clearly shows is the crucial shift in both Chambers’ approach to his
art and in his abilities as an artist. Chambers’ failure to pass the entrance exam for the
Escuela preludes the rigorous nature of the training there. It is the moment at which
Chambers finds what he had been looking for in terms of thorough academic artistic
instruction. In another sense, however, we can see that in accepting Chambers into the
Escuela, the academy allowed Chambers entry into its collective identity; and for all the
impact that the school would have on Chambers, he would also, in a smaller way shape
the experiences of his classmates. That is to say that while the impact on Chambers as
an artist is often the focus of his time in the Escuela, so too should be the fact that with12

11 Ibid.
12 Despite Chambers’ testimony to his own inabilities at drawing, his Flowers, (1953)
was apparently drawn in Graz, Austria before he even began preparatory courses for the
entrance exam [figure 3.3]. This drawing is of such delicate proficiency that it is hard to
believe that Chambers would have had difficulty gaining entrance to the Escuela.
Flowers remains an anomaly in Chambers’ oeuvre, and no works before or after it
posses the sharpness of line, or indeed the “tightness” as Chambers called it, of this
drawing.
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it came a badge of membership; participation in a group of like-minded individuals
setting about on similar quests. Chambers says of these artists:
Simultaneously, a mass of Spanish strangers were becoming
individual personalities and friends. I began to experience their
nervous systems, the meaning in their movements and living rhythms.
Speaking the language revealed the gamut of emphasis and release
which is the feeling about what is being said or left unsaid by words.
The values and flavour of the cultural climate soaked in, transforming
and re-motivating my own values and giving me more to choose from.
13

Here Chambers seems to be stating that he felt a sense of belonging in Spain, the
movement from “stranger” to “friend” an indication of welcoming and integration. This
sense of belonging is a direct contradiction to the narrative of outsidemess promoted by
the Regionalist narrative. These “Spanish strangers” included future members of the
Madrid Realists including Antonio López García, Maria Moreno, and Isabel
Quintanilla. López García was in the class ahead of Chambers, but Chambers would
have had classes with Moreno and Quintanilla, among others. It should be made clear
that these students held Chambers in high regard, the drive that had brought him all the
way from Canada had not ceased upon his arrival, and he took to his studies
voraciously. Indeed, López García remarked on the patience and diligence of Chambers
as a painter, saying:
I saw him painting, and he painted very carefully, he paid lots of
attention.. .he tried to do a really good job.. .He was very disciplined,
more than the majority of Spanish students.. ..He paid lots of attention
to things, and I think he had a vested interest in learning.. .To me he
seemed like a man with a certain sensibility, very intelligent, with a
natural aptitude for painting. 134

13 Jack Chambers, “Perceptual Realism” artscanada 26, no 136-137 (Oct. 1969) 7-8.
14 Simon Bentley, Interview with Antonio Lopez García.
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It is clear from this statement, and others, that Chambers was not an interloper, but an
integrated member of the group of students. Chambers was one of the group, and as
such benefited from the interactions and experiments of his peers. The importance of
these friendships and connections are arguably more powerful than the lessons of
professors at the Escuela. As López García pointed out:
We didn’t think one was better than the other, we were all starting our lives,
we were learning, training, and we showed each other our stuff. Well, not
everyone, but he was really integrated in the group. And he was one of the
better ones, in his opinion. 15
Again we see an indication that Chambers was an “integrated” member of the artistic
milieu surrounding the Escuela. That these relationships went beyond the merely
professional association is important; Chambers was not merely a classmate of future
members of the New Spanish Realists, he was their friend. In an interview conducted in
1990 López García describes the formation of the “group,” such as it was:
I can’t really talk of a “group” in the way that it’s normally understood in the art
world. We didn’t aspire to create any sort of pressure and we didn’t have a
program. We were a group of painters and sculptors who met and became
friends in the first years we were studying, and we have stayed together ever
since. We were nearly all in the School of Fine Arts at the same time. Joaquin
Ramos was in my year, Enrique Gran a year behind, Lucio Muñoz and Julio
Lopez a year ahead. Francisco Lopez, Julio’s brother, wasn’t studying at the
school but he was often around. The year before I finished, in 1954, Maria, my
wife started. They were years of intense relationships and, although there were
previous and successive friendships, those were so important that I wouldn’t be
the same person without them. Lucio, Enrique and Joaquin moved into
abstraction; the rest of us evolved increasingly towards a language closer to
realism. This evolution occurred naturally and with mutual respect because we
were more important to each other than was any style.16

15 Ibid.
16 Michael Brenson, Antonio López García, (New York: Rizzoli International, 1990),
313.
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In effect Lopez García is emphasizing the importance of these relationships formed at
school over the formal lessons and training. This sentiment is more clearly stated when
he says: “Of course, teaching painting is very difficult, painting can be learned, but
sometimes I wonder if it can be taught.”

17

The critical lens of Chambers’ time at the Escuela, then, should not be placed
solely on what he learned from professors, but also the interactions he had with fellow
students. The term ‘school’ could be used here in a broader, more traditional sense to
describe the ‘school’ of Madrid Realism. One of the key qualities that link each of the
members of this group is the ‘molecular’ or organic nature of their painting, the way in
which a painting comes into being gradually and in pieces. Chambers describes this
process first using the analogy of a seed, and later using the molecular description. In a
letter to his benefactor Charles Greenshields, he writes:

The vigour and constructive vision (that is having a sensitive eye for
sighting rhythm and balance) is .. .the “life-in-seed” of the intended growth
of a work.. .The more an artist concerns himself with the “life-in-seed” of
his work.. .the [more the] work will of itself, like a tree, attract the realness
of details.1718

This sense of organic growth is seen most clearly in the paintings that Chambers
executes immediately upon his return to Canada. He himself describes this organic
process thus:

17 Ibid.
18 Tom Smart "Letters to Canada : Jack Chambers’ Correspondence with Charles
Greenshields, 1955-1962." RACAR (Revue d ’art canadienne/Canadian Art Review, 19,
nos. 1-2 (1992): 136.
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These were the uncomplicated spontaneities that, like some of the works
done in Suffolk, unraveled pretty much on their own, requiring almost no
effort from me.. .The molecular spheres in Unravished Bride [1961],
which had evolved their forms into heads and objects in Messengers
[1962] and McGilvary [1962], now appeared as partial or fractured
figures, though they still retained the properties of levitation from the days
when they were merely globes and hung in space [figures 3.4, 2.6, 2.5].1920
This sense of the organic and the molecular approach to figuration is echoed in the work of López
García. Robert Hughes describes López Garcia’s work as having a “molecular intensity” and his
paintings are “accomplished by slow accretion, like the formation of a choral reef.” López
García himself states, “The problem is that you can’t predict what’s going to happen as you
continue adding elements, but at a certain moment something begins to happen: the pictorial
nucleus beings to grow and you work until the whole surface has an expressive intensity
equivalent to what you have before you, converted into a pictorial reality.”21 It is in this area that
the lack of critical information on Spanish Realism is plainest, as we have little information to
gauge the working methods of the other Spanish Realists, save for the fact they work primarily in
oils on canvas, and in reproduction look quite similar to one another.
What is essential here is that the Escuela taught basic techniques, the tools that
were necessary as building blocks for a traditional artist, but the students carried these
techniques forward with their own theories and interpretations of them. The “painting as
organism” seems to be a basic theory picked up at the Escuela, and then developed to
different degrees and in different manners by the various students. It is easy to see then,
how important the work of fellow students would be to one’s own interpretation and
19 John Richard Chambers. Jack Chambers, 94.
20 Robert Hughes, The Shock of the New 2nd Edition, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1991)
420,
Maureen Mullarkey “The Figure and How It Fared” The Hudson Review Vol. 39, No. 4
(Winter, 1987), 626.
21 Michael Brenson, Antonio Lopez García, 323.
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development of these theories, and their successes and failures would inform one’s own
experimentation and exploration. This is how ‘school’ goes beyond the textbook lessons
of individual classes and has a much broader, almost philosophical impact on students,
creating a ‘school’ in the more traditional art historical sense of the word, meaning a
collective of stylistically similar painters. Chambers’ participation in this collective
maturation process not only has consequences on his subsequent work, it also has
implications for the comparison and analysis of an entire group of artists, a way of
better understanding the individual traits and paths taken by each member of this group.
Having established this basic connection rooted in the training of these artists,
the next factor in establishing Chambers’ relationship to the Madrid Realists is the
notion of interaction and correspondence. As mentioned earlier, Chambers prefaces his
Perceptual Realism essay with the statement that he has been paying “active attention”
to the Spanish art scene, which can be taken to mean a number of things. Given the
nature of international media at the time, and especially the control that General Franco
commanded over the information that entered and left Spain, it is not likely that
Chambers was able to subscribe to Spanish journals or newspapers when he returned to
Canada. Furthermore, according to Lopez Garcia, there was no Spanish journal during
the 1960s that was devoted to art, and newspapers such as ABC limited their coverage
of the arts to the announcement of exhibitions. What is more likely is that through at
least one series of correspondences, Chambers kept in touch with his friends in Spain,
exchanging with them pictures of recent work and generally discussing their artistic
practices and development. As was mentioned earlier, there are no records of any2

22 Simon Bentley, Interview with Antonio López García.
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correspondence in the AGO archive of Chambers’ studio contents, but these may have
been considered personal materials and remained with his family.
As mentioned in the previous chapters, López García discussed having
exchanged a few, early letters with Chambers and it is curious given this interchange
that López García did not know the reason for Chambers return to Canada. López
García also mentions Antonio Casas, a friend of Chambers, delivering the news to
López García of Chambers’ death. López García thought that Casas was in closer
contact with Chambers and had been exchanging letters with Olga Chambers. In his
autobiography Chambers refers to Antonio Casas as the subject of Antonio and Miguel
in the U.S.A (1965) [figure 3.6]: “My friend, Antonio Casas, had sent me a photo from
Spain of himself and his son Miguel.”23 López García seemed to think that Chambers
had kept in touch with the group of painters whom he traveled with to Chinchón, a
Spanish town south of Madrid, and when asked if they kept in touch he responded:
We wrote a bit, but I think he had other friends, closer friends, in
Chinchón, I don’t know who for sure, but I already had a life, a
pathway, and he took another road, I think, as he was younger
professionally. He was younger, and he integrated, I think, with another
kind of painter and sculptor, and I think they went to live in Chinchón
with another group.24
It is unknown at this point what other contact Chambers had with Spain, but at the very
least there was one exchange of letters and photographs that continued for some time.
The photograph of Isabel Quintanilla’s work, which was taken at López Garcia’s house
and sent to Chambers, testifies to a more complicated network of interactions than we
presently understand. What this points to is that Chambers was indeed aware of and
23 John Richard Chambers. Jack Chambers, 96.
24 Simon Bentley, Interview with Antonio López García.
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responding to at least some of his friends’ activities in Spain after he returned to
Canada. We cannot speculate on the extent of this interaction, but the existence of such
correspondence changes one’s perception of Chambers as a lone and isolated
practitioner in London, Ontario to that of a more internationally engaged artist. The
relative obscurity of the Madrid Realists on an international level adds to the privileged
nature of the information Chambers was receiving. Chambers relied on his status as a
“Spanish trained” artist in Canada, and felt that his unique experience fostered his
success. Chambers writes:
I know, for example, what I have done as a North American, what I have
absorbed as a North American, both in these 10 years and previous to that,
and what I have absorbed and have as an European in my nine years there. I
have also with a very intense discipline and connection with European life,
with the culture. I’ve got two things in my work that nobody else could have
unless they’ve gone through the same steps.. .the North American cultural
trait of appreciation.. .[and] the European cultural tradition [which] has
structure in my work.25
For Chambers the connection to Spain was an integral part of his artistic practice, and
continued contact with Spain would feed this side of his painterly approach. Equally,
his friends in Spain could be kept abreast of artistic activities in North America, such
that the effect of this exchange could be felt on both sides of the Atlantic. What is
important to point out is that Chambers was indeed aware of the continued practices of
the Madrid Realists, on some level, and was not as isolated from the developments in
Spanish Realism as was previously thought.

25 Richard Simmons, transcribed interview, 33 in Lydia Medeiros, Imitating By ArtCraft: The Influence of European Culture and Classicism on the Artwork of Jack
Chambers, Chambers Considered.
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The next aspect of Chambers correlation with the Spanish Realists is that of
subject matter. Chambers is traditionally seen in the light of Regionalism, meaning that
his works are based to the greatest degree possible on his immediate surroundings. As
Greg Cumoe indicates in his conversation with Dennis Reid published in 1984 in
Provincial Essays, the label of London Regionalism was more of a fortunate
coincidence of artistic practices than a specific set of agendas or a ‘regionalist
manifesto.’ In answer to Dennis Reid’s question, “Why London?” Cumoe answers:
I would think the answer to this is that it’s simply an accident. That
regardless of all of the rightness of the circumstances in the situation of the
city, you happen to have a highly developed country and at a certain point
for some reason there are a number of gifted individuals living in this one
city. I think this is all a red herring now.
*S(L

Nevertheless, Chambers’ art is characterized under this umbrella of Regionalism, and
indeed his works after 1968 deal exclusively with his immediate surroundings, with the
exceptions of Madrid Window No.l (1968) and Madrid Window No. 2 (1968-1969),
which contain a photograph of his family in Madrid[figures 3.7, 1.5]. What is most
interesting is Chambers’ choice of subject matter within London, and his framing and
composition of these images in relation to works by the Spanish Realists. Similarities
emerge across many of the traditional forms of painting; still lifes, interiors, and
landscapes along with the representation of children, make up the vast majority of
Chambers’ and the Madrid Realists’ works. Although Chambers is considered a
London Regionalist because he is dealing with his surrounding, the work is very much
executed in the Spanish Realist manner, taking up the themes and subjects of his
contemporaries in Spain.26
26 Greg Cumoe and Dennis Reid. “A Conversation” in Provincial Essays, Jennifer Oille
(Ed.) (Vol. 1, No. 1)31.
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Chambers’ still lifes, such as African Violets No.1 (1975-76) and Oranges
(1976-77), are quite readily comparable to those of his Spanish counterparts [figures
3.8, 3.9]. Due to their smaller size, these works have typically been sold to private
collectors, and few images are available of the earlier still lifes. Although they are not
often taken up in the critical literature surrounding his work, Chambers painted quite a
number of still lifes over his career, and with very few exceptions, he painted a single
object: a bowl of fruit or a plant. He did not clutter a table full of objects, but typically
rested a single potted plant on a table. This form of still life is a simple adaptation of
the Spanish bodegone or “pantry painting,” perhaps most recognizable to North
Americans in the form of Zurbaran’s Bodegón (1636) and is readily found in the work
of López García, and Isabel Quintanilla. Consider, for example Chambers’ African
Violets No. 1 or Oranges in comparison with Quintanilla’s Pomegranates (1970), or
López Garcia’s Ávila Roses, (2007) [figures 3.10, 3.11] . The appearance and intentions
are quite similar; the object is perceived, meditated on as a presence. These still lifes
are without allegory, they are a bare, contemplative engagement of the artist with their
surroundings. It is this stark intensity of representation, focusing on the object as an
object with no adornment or lyricism that is a key characteristic of the Spanish
tradition, and one that has been carried into the twenty-first century by the Madrid
Realists.
Likewise, Chambers’ interior scenes, which are most commonly associated with
London Regionalism, bear a remarkable similarity to those of his Spanish friends, with
the works’ emphasis on light in a quotidian space. Chambers’ Diego Sleeping No. 2
(1971), Mums (1968-71), Lunch (1969), and Diego Night No. 1 (1968-70), echo works
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by Spanish artists as in Amalia Avia’s Dining Room (1987), Isabel Quintanilla’s
Sewing Room (1974), and López Garcia’s The Dinner (1971-1980 unfinished) and Sink
and Mirror (1967) [figures 0.5, 2.13, 0.1, 3.12, 3.13, 2.16, 3.15]. These works show a
strong correlation in their desire to capture private, intimate moments with family, often
focusing on the diffusion of light from different sources, such as sunlight versus electric
light. Chambers’ use of Olga in paintings such as Olga and Mary Visiting (1964-65),
Olga Visiting Graham (1964), and Olga at the South Pole (1963), seem to have a direct
relationship to López Garcia’s paintings that include his wife, such as Mari in the
Embajadores Neighbourhood (1962), The Dresser (1963), and Figures in the House
(1967) [figures 3.16, 3.17, 3.18, 3.19, 3.20, 3.21], These works share a use of
incomplete figures and spatial inconsistencies. While Chambers explains these as the
overlap of different experiences into one moment of perception, López García simply
characterizes these paintings as part of his explorations into Magic Realism. Chambers’
Nude No.4 (1974-76) seems also to have a direct correlation to López Garcia’s Woman
in the Bath (1968), standing out as Chambers’ only use of a nude model and his only
deviation from using his own family in his perceptual realist works [figures 3.22,
3.23].27
The representation of children is a very common attribute of the Madrid
Realists, and their preoccupation with their progeny is also found in Chambers’ work.
Diego Sleeping No. 2 (1971) depicts the serenity of a child in repose similar to López
Hemández’s Sleeping Child (1970) [figures 0.5, 3.24]. López-García often depicts his
children and family. In both cases, these are not done in a portrait style, but rather in

27 The model for Nude No. 4 was Chambers’ friend, Kim Ondaajte’s eldest daughter.
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everyday situations as in Isabel Quintanilla’s Baby in Cradle (1969), Lopez Garcia’s
Carmencita in the Crib (1966), and Chambers’ Diego Night No. 1 (1968-70) [figures
3.25, 3.26, 3.12]. This tendency can be explained as a particularly Spanish trait; it
demonstrates an honesty and uncomplicated approach to painting, which emphasizes
the world as it exists around you, unimproved and un-staged. This characteristic, it
should be emphasized, is not an inherent element of classical painting, but is a much
more contemporary development in Spanish Realism.
Chambers’ landscapes bear a resemblance to those of the Madrid Realists,
obviously, because the location is different there will be a contrast, but in his selection
of vistas for 401 Towards London No.l (1968) and Victoria Hospital (1968-69) we can
see a similarity to López Garcia’s landscapes of Madrid, most notably South Madrid
(1965-85) [figures 1.3,1.4,2.10]. This relationship was outlined in Chapter Two of this
thesis, as being perhaps the most direct connection that Chambers made to
developments in Spain that had occurred since his departure in 1961. Chambers not
only shares an affinity with the landscapes of López García, but, as the Isabel
Quintanilla photograph in the AGO archive suggests, Chambers took great interest in
the progress of his classmates in Spain, particularly in the area of landscapes. If we
consider that Chambers won a prize for his landscapes while at the Escuela (a prize
Lopéz García had won some years earlier), it is quite possible that his classmates also
held him in high regard.
Chambers landscapes also bear a marked similarity to landscapes by other
Spanish Realists. Paintings such as Isabel Quintanilla’s Paisaje de Santa Cruz de la
Sierra (2000) has a striking resemblance to Chambers’ soaring vistas, such as those
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found in his Lake Huron series of paintings, in their clarity and brilliance of light
[figure 3.27]. Maria Moreno’s The Station at Chamartine (1983) is quite similar to
Chambers’ 401 Towards London No.l (1968), meditating on the imposition of
infrastructure into the landscape [figure 3.28].
Style is an area of utmost importance in Realist art, and whereas it has been
typical to discuss Chambers’ style as a unique blend of classical training with
contemporary Photorealism, it is perhaps more useful to compare his style to his fellow
students at the Escuela, to gain a better understanding of exactly which areas of
Chambers’ style he developed on his own, and which were developed in conjunction
with the Madrid Realists. In “Perceptual Realism,” Chambers refers to style as
superfluous, saying:
Before the camera was invented painters developed a painting style to
compensate for the lack of visual information available to them. A
constantly changing scene with no way of freezing the instant offered the
painter little alternative but to find some intentional means of expressing
the unity he felt for the thing he was painting.
Lopez García approaches style from a similar but perhaps more pragmatic stance:
Style shouldn’t be a hindrance, nor a help, nor can it save you. Style is created by
the individual pushed by the collective and always emerges at the right moment.
From that victory on it should be only a starting point for later painters. Realism
is also a style with a very long history, but it is clear to me that my adventure
goes beyond this choice; that the deep imprints must belong to a concrete human
being, namely myself. This is a difficult problem because certain styles are very
prestigious and you can let yourself be devoured or choked by them. Individual
marks are ultimately inevitable, however, and can be seen both in works of value
and in those that have none.2829

28 Jack Chambers, “Perceptual Realism” artscanada 26, no 136-137 (Oct. 1969) 8.
29 Michael Brenson, Antonio Lopez García, 335.
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The role of style, for both Chambers and the Madrid Realists was a constant issue, the
essential element in the difference between photorealism and a more expressive
realism. In terms of style, there is no Madrid Realist manifesto, and for the most part
they eschew painting with some sort of philosophical program. López García
emphasized that when you paint with some sort of ulterior motive, you get lost. When
asked about the use of mathematical formulae in painting, such as the golden mean he
said: “You can’t paint with that many rules, you have to walk without thinking of
where to put your feet.” To be a Spanish Realist, then, is not to adhere to a strict set of
principles, it is a more loose association, a kindred spirit grown from training, contact,
and a shared devotion to realism. López García referred to this as an exploration of “the
language of painting,” meaning the personal development of techniques and strategies
in order to solve problems of representation, such as perspectival or temporal issues.31
The formal impact of this exchange, on the painting being done on both sides of
the Atlantic is impossible to know, however, another passage from “Perceptual
Realism” suggests that Chambers was aware of the visual connection between himself
and his Spanish counterparts, and perhaps sought to downplay it. In an attempt to
describe the difference between a kind of fidelity to a cultural trait or idea in art and the
superficial copying of such an element by another culture, Chambers writes:
The attempt at integrating some cultural characteristic into a culture
from which it did not grow is to possess only the apparent visual. The
attempt fails in the essential dimension of technology and all its
subsequent innovations. All the subsequent forms of North American
representational painting are impoverished for reasons of cultural
discontinuity. This is only my personal view in attempting to elucidate30
30 Simon Bentley, Interview with Antonio López García.
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a situation by differentiating between what I believe are structural
values of painting on the one hand and appearances on the other.32

What Chambers seems to be saying is that his work goes beyond a visual association
with European art, and has at its core a connection solely to the technical aspects of
classically taught painting. If this were the case, then we would expect Chambers’ work
to look nothing like the Spanish Realists in its superficial appearance, and to only be
linked by a specific way of working, a technical prowess or system of painting that
would subsequently reveal itself only upon more forensic inspection. As paintings such
as Chambers’ 401 Towards London No. 1 (1968), and López Garcia’s South Madrid
(1965-85), or Chambers’ Mums (1968-71) and López Garcia’s China Cupboard (196566) show, the very opposite is the case; Chambers’ paintings look extremely similar to
those of the Spanish Realists. His techniques are a great departure from theirs, relying
as he does so heavily on the photograph, coilaging separate photographs into single
scenes, and generally discarding prolonged observation.
Whereas López Garcia’s works appear pockmarked and scarred because he builds
up layers of paint over an extended period of time, Chambers achieved the same ‘look’
to his paintings, but this uneven surface is purely the result of Chambers’ choice of
ground (explained at length at the end of his autobiography), onto which Chambers
mechanically lays down a transferred photograph. Sarah Milroy, in her discussion of
Chambers’ technique in “Jack Chambers: From Camera to Paint” highlights this aspect
of Chambers painting thus:

32 Jack Chambers, “Perceptual Realism,” 7.
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As in the earlier works, there are qualities here that reproduction cannot
convey. Mysteriously, Chambers had inaugurated a new technique, back in
the early sixties, of applying rabbit glue mixed with marble dust to the
surfaces of his pictures before laying down the paint. The effect is very odd
and often quite distracting, giving an uneven and rough stucco finish to parts
of the pictures. More curiously, these patches appear to have no relation to
the imagery they support. Sometimes a rough patch will erupt beneath a
floating cloud or an expanse of water.33
As this passage suggests, it would seem that Chambers was creating the Took’ of Lopez
Garcia’s paintings, without the investment of time that is so crucial to their
classification as authentic, vs. superficial textures. Milroy goes on to account for this
“mysterious” technique by suggesting both a “European” and cinematic origin:
There are several explanations for this technical eccentricity. First, given his love
of all things historical and European, Chambers may simply have wanted to
suggest the distressed surfaces of the frescos he had seen there, in an attempt to
add depth or a sense of time to the image. Perhaps he liked the way the texture
picked up the light. But the effect is strangely cinematic, as if the image were
being projected onto a rough wall. It makes the image seem fugitive—a fleeting
shadow dancing on the wall of Plato’s cave.34
We can see Chambers caught between two worlds: the world of contemporary Spanish
Realism and the world of London Regionalism. In London, Chambers could not
possibly have found the level of artistic conversation that he was engaged in Spain.
Although London’s art scene was experiencing an upswing in both output and
recognition, it was far from the community of realist artists that Chambers had been
involved with in Madrid, and then Chinchon. In a way, Chambers is an outsider in his
own city, misunderstood, glorified for being “European” without anyone truly
understanding what that had meant to him in Spain.

33 Sarah Milroy, “Jack Chambers: From Camera to Paint,” The Films o f Jack Chambers
ed. Kathryn Elder (Toronto: Cinematheque Ontario,2002), 14.
34 Ibid.
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Chambers' connections with the Madrid Realists, outlined in this paper,
indicate that there is a great deal to be learned about Chambers through a further
exploration of Madrid Realist work and their realist theories. It is possible that there is
much about Chambers artistic theories that we do not know, which could be clarified
by a more in-depth analysis of the Spanish artists that he was interacting with.
Chambers has been canonized as a London Regionalist, but the identification of a group
of artists in Spain presents an untapped resource from which to learn more about the
peculiarities of Chambers’ personal navigation between North American and Spanish
Realism. The continued study of his work in relationship to Spanish Realism will
without a doubt cast light on many o f the elements of “Perceptual Realism” which are
not yet fully understood, and will provide Canadian scholars with a new language with
which to approach Chambers’ realism. This new language will also be particularly
applicable to Chambers’ film work, which seems to engage with the contemporary
Spanish approach to Realism, adapting their theories of light, place and time and
applying them to the moving image. Given the lack of literature available on Spanish
Realism, it is necessary that further primary research be carried out in Spain, and efforts
made to contact those who knew and associated with Chambers. It is becoming more
and more important that this work be carried out soon, as the Madrid Realists are now
in their eighties. More work also needs to be done to discover to what extent the people
working with and around Chambers were aware of his interactions with Spain. While
the written record of Chambers’ time in London is devoid of information in this area, it
is possible that members of the London Regionalist community, who are still alive
today, might have information that would inform this study further. What we do know,
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however, is that Chambers’ interaction with Spain after 1961 is clearly greater than our
present understanding of Spain’s impact on his oeuvre, and that Chambers was far from
being a London Regionalist, but rather, was closer to a Spanish Realist working in
London, Ontario.
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Figure 3.1

Jack Chambers (after Michelangelo),
Medici Madonna, 1953, graphite
on wove paper, 27.6 x 21.2 cm. National Gallery of Canada, Gift of
Robert H. Haynes, Toronto, 1971. Photo Courtesy the Estate of Jack
Chambers [http://www.gallery.ca/en/see/collections/artwork.php?mkey=9014]

Figure 3.2

Jack Chambers (after Jacob Jordaens), The Four Evangelists, graphite on
wove paper, 27.6 x 21.2 cm. National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa. Gift of
Robert H. Haynes, Toronto, 1971. Photo Courtesty the Estate of Jack
Chambers [http://www.gallery.ca/en/see/collections/artwork.php?mkey=9015 ]
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Figure 3.3

Jack Chambers, Flowers, 1953, graphite on paper, Photo Courtesy of the
Estate of Jack Chambers [Jack Chambers, Jack Chambers, 21]

Figure 3.4

Jack Chambers, Unravished Bride, 1961, oil on panel, 121.6 x 105.5 cm.
Private Collection. Photo Courtesy of the Estate of Jack Chambers
[http://www.ccca.ca/c/images/screen/c/chambers/chambers014.jpg]
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Figure 3.5

Jack Chambers McGilvary County, 1962, oil, possibly synthetic media,
fabric (silk?), plywood on plywood, 132.9 x 120 cm. Art Gallery of
Ontario, Courtesy of the Estate of Jack Chambers/Photo © 2011 Art
Gallery of Ontario [VISION Database, Richard & Beryl Ivey Visual
Resources Library, Visual Arts Department, The University of Western
Ontario, London, Ontario: AGO-103271.jpg]

Figure 3.6

Jack Chambers Antonio and Miguel in the U.S.A, 1965, oil on panel, 132.7
x 125.1, Art Gallery of Ontario Courtesy of the Estate of Jack
Chambers/Photo © 2011 Art Gallery of Ontario [VISION Database,
Richard & Beryl Ivey Visual Resources Library, Visual Arts Department,
The University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario: AGO-2740.jpg]
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Figure 3.7

Jack Chambers, Madrid Window No. 1, 1968, oil and graphite on
Plexiglas, 62.2 x 49.5 cm. Private Collection, London, Ontario. Courtesy
of the Estate of Jack Chambers [http://www.ccca.ca/c/images/screen/c/chambers/chambers037.j pg]
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Figure 3.8

Jack Chambers, African Violets N o.l, 1975-76, oil on wood, 50.8 x 50.8
cm. Private Collection, London, Ontario Courtesy of the Estate of Jack
Chambers [London Regional Art Gallery, The Last
, 57]
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Figure 3.9

Jack Chambers, Oranges 1976-77, oil on wood, 48.3 x 48.3 cm. Nancy
Poole’s Studio, Toronto, Courtesy of the Estate of Jack Chambers
[London Regional Art Gallery, The Last Decade, 61]

Figure 3.10

Isabel Quintanilla, Pomegranates, 1970, unknown medium, unknown
dimensions. [http://postfilesl6.naver.net/datal2/2005/7/6/63/%231Isabel_Quintanillal-10-irgendwo.jpg?type=w2]
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Figure 3.11

Antonio Lopez GarciaAvi/a Roses, 2007. oil on canvas. 52 x 49 cm.
Private collection [http://www.martamoro.com/wpcontent/uploads/201 l/07/rosas-de-avila-2007-antonio-lopez.jpg]

Figure 3.12

Jack Chambers, Diego Night No. 1, 1968-70, oil, graphite, Plexiglas, 68.6
x 76.2 cm. Nancy Poole’s Studio, Toronto. Photo Courtesy of the Estate of
Jack Chambers, [http://fadis.library.utoronto.ca/cgibin/WebObjects/FADIS.woa/6/wo/thaRrVvacTz5PqRtNI9xLg/I9.13.1.2.9
.1.5.53.1J
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Figure 3.13

Amila Avia, Dining Room, 1987, oil on board, 81 x 50 cm. Collection of
the Artist, [http://www.arteinformado.com/documentos/artistas/2284/f.Comedor,_1987.jpg]

Figure 3.14

Isabel Quintanilla, Sewing Room, 1974, unknown medium, unknown
dimensions. [http://www.artelibre.net/ARTELIBREl/QUINTANILLA/isabelb4.jpg]
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Figure 3.15

Antonio López García, Sink and Mirror, 1967, oil on board, 98 x 83.5 cm.
Private Collection, New York [Ediciones Polígraphia, Antonio
,
Píate 23]

Figure 3.16

Jack Chambers, Olga and Mary Visiting, 1964-1965, oil on wood, 125 x
193.7 cm. Museum London, Courtesy of the Estate of Jack Chambers
Photo © Museum London [VISION Database, Richard & Beryl Ivey
Visual Resources Library, Visual Arts Department, The University of
Western Ontario, London, Ontario: London-0053.jpg]
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Figure 3.17

Jack Chambers,
OlgaVisiting Graham, 1964, oil on wo
The Vancouver Art Gallery, Vancouver. Courtesy of the Estate of Jack
Chambers [VISION Database, Richard & Beryl Ivey Visual Resources
Library, Visual Arts Department, The University of Western Ontario,
London, Ontario: London-CLD13.jpg]
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Figure 3.18

Jack Chambers, Olga at the South Pole, 1963, oil on wood, 15.2 x 21.6
cm. Private Collection. Courtesy of the Estate of Jack Chambers
[http://fadis.library.utoronto.ca/cgibin/W ebObjects/FADIS.woa/6/wo/lDpRnVEE4Pbw63UJ S4bfzw/10.13.1.
2.9.1.5.53.1]
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Figure 3.19

Antonio López García,
Mariin
oil on board, 85 x 75 cm. Prívate Collection [Ediciones Polígraphia,
Antonio
,L
ópezPíate 17]

Figure 3.20

Antonio López García, The Dresser, 1963, oil on board, 200 x 100 cm.
Prívate Collection. [Ediciones Polígraphia, Antonio
, Píate 17]

Embajado
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Figure 3.21

Antonio López García, Figures in the
,1967, oil on board, 85 x 124
cm. Fundación Juan March, Madrid. [Ediciones Poligraphia, Antonio
ópez,Plate 16]
L

Figure 3.22

Jack Chambers, Nude No. 4, 1974-76, oil on wood, 182.9 x 182.9 cm.
Nancy Poole’s Studio, Toronto. Courtesy of the Estate of Jack Chambers,
© 1997, 2009 Centre for Contemporary Canadian Art.
[http://www.ccca.ca/c/images/screen/c/chambers/chambers072.jpg]
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Figure 3.23

Antonio López García, Woman in Bath, 1968, oil on board, 107 x 166 cm.
Prívate Collection. [Ediciones Polígraphia, Antonio López, Píate 36]

Figure 3.24

Julio Lopez Hernandez, Carmelito Sleeping, 1970, bronze, edition of 4, 13
x 31 x 64 cm. [Marlborough Gallery, Contemporary Spanish Realists, 34]
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Figure 3.25

Isabel Quintanilla, Baby in Cradle, 1969, graphite on paper, 24.5 x 30.5
cm. [Claude Bernard Gallery, 7 Spanish Realists, 43]

Figure 3.26

Antonio Lopez García, Carmencita a la Cuna, 1966, oil on wood, 63 x 83
cm. [http://irngprivate.artprice.com/img/lot/OTQONTUlMzU50DU wNzczMSO=/NzE 1MzA wODI4Mzg20DQyNzMOMSO=?f= 102
4&idlotimage=OTQONTUlMzY3NjU2MTY5NzEt]
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Figure 3.27

Isabel Quintanilla, Landscape of Santa Cruz de la Sierra, 2000, oil on
canvas, 180 x 200 cm. [http://imgprivate.artprice.com/img/lot/OTMzMDIyODQ4MDUzNTMwODQt/NzAzNzg4MjkzNTk5OTkwNDE0M
S0=?f=1024&idlotimage=OTMzMDIwMDI5NzIzNTk2Mi0=]

Figure 3.28

Maria Moreno, The Station at Chamartin, 1983, oil on board, 69 x 57 cm.
[Claude Bernard Gallery, 7 Spanish Realists, 35]
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Conclusion

The establishment of Chambers’ relationship to the Spanish Realists has broad
implications. For Chambers scholars, the work of the Spanish Realists reveals an entirely
new set of objects to provide a comparison for Chambers’ art. These comparisons will
perhaps shed light on the ways in which Chambers navigated European and North
American forms of Realism, the ways in which he drew more from one or the other. Of
course this expansion of Chambers’ sphere of influence also has implications for London
Regionalism, not only in our understanding of what Regionalism actually entails, but also
how London Regionalism has be represented, packaged and sold to Canada. This study
has made me acutely aware of the need for a catalogue raissonée for Chambers work, and
for gathering as much information as possible from those who were around to experience
the 1960s and 1970s in London, Ontario.
The re-awakening of a connection with Spain has the potential to clarify many
points of confusion and argument regarding Perceptual Realism,” and I believe it would
be of great use to those interested in Chambers’ writings to seek out the texts by and
about the Spanish Realists (primarily written in Spanish) to understand the state of mind
of these ’monkish’ realists who eschew the camera and rely solely on their own,
unadulterated vision.
Equally, this connection could well have implications for those interested in the
Spanish Realists and their developments. Similar to finding an eighth member of the
Group of Seven, Chambers oeuvre could add much to the discussion of their work,
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offering a solid example of the North American influence, and a unique instance of a
Spanish traditionalists shifting into a different mode of representation.
We are entering a new phase in Canadian Art History, as the 1960s and 1970s are
more and more becoming the focus of study. This shift should be of particular interest to
those concerned with London Regionalism, as new examinations of the recent past
analyze the ‘explosion’ of art in London, Ontario, and measure its successes and failures.
It might be obvious to note that there is a tendency for people to assume that certain facts
or events are ‘known’ without having been written down. London, Ontario suffers from
this assumption, as many of the individuals who participated in and experienced London
Regionalism takes his collective memory for granted. The increasing focus on events
within living memory reveals the need for archives, records and a general stewardship of
our cultural heritage. As an example, Jack Chambers’ studio on Lombardo Street in
London, the room seen in his Nude No. 1, was covered in sketches and drawings, writing
and measurements, until it was recently painted over be the present owner. What could
have been, at the very least, photographed and documented, has been lost.
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Members of the NMREB who are named as investigators In research studies, or declare a conflict of Interest, do not participate in
discussions related to, nor vote on, such studies when they are presented to the NMREB.
The Chair of the NMREB Is Dr. Riley Hinson. The UWO NMREB is registered with the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services
under Jthe IRB rea 1stration number IRB 00000941.
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Example: Letter of Information

Simon Bentley
University of Western,
Department of Visual Arts
John Labatt Visual Arts Centre
Perth Drive, Mailbox 122
Ontario, London, ON, CAN
N6A 5B7
Date MONTH/D AY/YEAR
Dear (Participant’s Name),
I am a Master’s student in the Visual Arts at the University of Western Ontario and am
writing to you to invite you to participate in my thesis research study, “Jack Chambers
and the Spanish Realists.” This letter outlines the purpose of my study and is designed to
help you make an informed decision to participate.
My objective is to obtain informed perspectives from art professionals in reference to
Jack Chambers’ time in Spain, and the influence of Spanish culture on his art.
If you choose to participate in the study you will be asked to partake in a one-on-one
interview that will last approximately one hour. During the interview you will be asked to
discuss such topics as Jack Chambers’ artistic practice, the Escuela des Bellas Artes de
San Fernando, interaction with Chambers and subsequent correspondence with
Chambers, international realism, and other topics pertaining to Chambers as they arise.
Prior to the interview you will be provided with the discussion topics.
Your responses will be audio recorded or recorded as notes as per your preference. You
may refuse to discuss any topic that you wish. If you agree to participate, the interview
will occur at a time and location convenient to you and I will travel to an agreed upon
location.
Participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate, refuse to answer
any questions or withdraw from the study at anytime. You may withdraw from the study
without negative consequences. If you chose to withdraw, all your information from the
study will be discarded and will not be used in the academic document.
All responses from the one-on-one interview will be kept confidential and secured in a
locked cabinet for an indefinite amount of time. The only occasion that the interview will
be accessed is for research purposes. If the results of the study are published, your name
will not be used and no information that discloses your identity will be released or
published without your specific consent to the disclosure (Consent Form Enclosed). In
other words, unless permission is specifically granted, all quotes will be either
anonymous or with a pseudonym. In the case of publishing information from your
interview, you will have the opportunity to confirm the quotations used.

The only persons to access your information will be me, the study investigator, and my
supervisor Prof. Cody Barteet. I must also make you aware that upon request The
Research Ethics Board at the University of Western Ontario may access the collected
information and may contact you directly to ask about you participation in the study.
There are no known risks associated with participating in the interview and no
remuneration will be offered, though your time is greatly appreciated. There are no
known benefits to the research participants or the culture being studied. However,
participating in the interviews may have academic benefits. The primary information
gathered from your interview may be a valuable source of data (accessible only through
primary research) to my thesis. Your interview can provide my thesis with a
knowledgeable perspective on Jack Chambers’ time in Spain.
I will strive to ensure the confidentiality of your research-related records. Absolute
confidentiality cannot be guaranteed, as we may have to disclose certain information
under certain laws.
You do not waive any legal rights by signing the consent form and you should retain this
copy of the Letter of Information and Consent Form(s) for your own reference.
Anv auestions or concerns can be forwarded to myself, Simon Bentley, at
or
and/or to my supervisor Prof. Cody Barteet at
or
Any ethical concerns, complaints, or questions of this study should be directed to the
Office of Research Ethics at the University of Western Ontario at +1-(011)-519-661-3036
or ethics@uwo.ca.
I greatly appreciate your time look forward to speaking with you further.
Sincerely,

Simon Bentley

Example: Consent Form

Jack Chambers and the Spanish Realists

Consent Form
I have read the Letter of Information, have had the nature of the study “Jack Chambers
and the Spanish Realists” explained to me, and I agree to participate. All Questions have
been answered to my satisfaction.
Participant Name (print):_________________________
Participant Signature:__________________________
Study Investigator Signature:

Date:_________

Date:

lat
APPENDIX 2

Consent Form
I,
U.w,-t CpfJa(please print your name), have agreed to be interviewed
for the research project “Jack Chambers: The Spanish Years.” I consent to the above
information and understand what is required for participation in the study. I understand
that I will participate in an audiotape interview that will take approximately half an hour.
I understand that the recording obtained during this interview will be transcribed and will
be used as supporting data or in quotation form in the text document “Jack Chambers.”
I understand that participation is voluntary, that I do not have to answer any questions
that I do not wish to, and that I am free to end the interview session at any time without
negative consequences.
1understand that the results may be published and that the researcher will contact me to
ascertain the accuracy of all quotations before they are published.
1 understand that I have the right to be quoted anonymously or by full name and
profession (please check one):
full name
___ anonymous
In the event that I have chosen to be quoted anonymously, I understand that the
researcher will protect the confidentiality of my identity by not using my name or any
other identifying information in the research and keeping the raw data safely in a locked
file cabinet.
1am aware that I can contact the Principal Investigator, Dr. Cody Barteet at
or the Co-Principal Investigatory, Simon Bentley at
if i have any questions about this project, and I am aware that for questions, concerns or
complaints about the research ethics of this study, I can contact the UWO Research
Ethics Board via the Ethics Officer & Secretary to HSREB-Delegated: Grace Kelly
grace.kelly@uwo.ca 519-661-2111 Ext. 84692.
I consent to the above information and understand what is required for participation in the
study.
Signature:

Date:
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You do not waive any legal rights by signing the consent form and you should
retain this copy of the Letter of Information and Consent Form(s) for your own
reference.
Any questions or concerns can be forwarded to myself, Simon Bentley, at
, and/or to my supervisor Prof. Cody
>or
ext.
' or
Barteet at
Any ethical concerns, complaints, or questions o f this study should be directed to
the Office of Research Ethics at the University of Western Ontario at +1-(011)519-661-3036 or ethics@uwo.ca.
I greatly appreciate your time look forward to speaking with you further.

Sincerely,

Simon Bentley

Jack Chambers and the Spanish Realists
Consent Form
I have read the Letter of Information, have had the nature of the study “Jack
Chambers and the Spanish Realists” explained to me, and I agree to participate. All
Questions have been answered to my satisfaction.
Participant Name (print):

(r.

_______

Participant Signature:__________________ _________

Date: O ct

Date:

Study Investigator Signature:
Simon Bentley

o 1\

Research Project Form
I, the undersigned have submitted a written description of my project for review
in advance to my visit to the Art Gallery of Ontario. I have been advised of any
complications that may arise from the project and I agree to adhere to all gallery
guidelines relating to this project.
I also understand that the photographs are for personal research only.

L.

Name:_____
(please print)
Signature:
Date:
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